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thumbnails, which are representative forms of original images, require significant
screen space to be represented meaningfully. Second, while image metadata is crucial
for managing images, creating metadata for images is expensive. My research on
these issues is composed of three components which address these problems.

First, I explore a new way of browsing a large number of images. I redesign and
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strategy, the zoomable image environment allows users to scale up the size of an
image collection they can comfortably browse.

Second, I examine tradeoffs of displaying thumbnails in limited screen space. While
bigger thumbnails use more screen space, smaller thumbnails are hard to recognize. I
introduce an automatic thumbnail cropping algorithm based on a computer vision
saliency model. The cropped thumbnails keep the core informative part and remove
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searches more than 18% faster with cropped thumbnails.

Finally, I explore semi-automatic annotation techniques to help users make accurate
annotations with low effort. Automatic metadata extraction is typically fast but
inaccurate while manual annotation is slow but accurate. I investigate techniques to
combine these two approaches. My semi-automatic annotation prototype, SAPHARI,
generates image clusters which facilitate efficient bulk annotation. For automatic
clustering, I present hierarchical event clustering and clothing based human
recognition. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the semi-automatic
annotation when applied on personal photo collections. Users were able to make
annotation 49% and 6% faster with the semi-automatic annotation interface on event
and face tasks, respectively.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words. – Fred Bernard1

Images have been a crucial medium for information sharing and communication even
before the invention of letters. While signs and languages take a larger role in
everyday communication, images are still used widely as a fundamental way of
communication. They are more intuitive and sometimes contain more information
than other media.

As the use of digital image devices such as digital cameras and video recorders
becomes more popular [10], more images are created and stored in personal
computers and shared over the Internet. As the volume of images one person needs to
handle increases, it becomes a challenge to manage them. This has created the
demand for computing tools which can efficiently organize, search, browse and
distribute images.

1.1 Image Management – The Problem
Image management tools share the same principles of general document management
systems. They include the ability to index, organize, search, browse and share

1

The phrase was first used in a trade journal of the printing press, "Printer's Ink". Fred Barnard, then

editor of the magazine, coined it in 1921.
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documents. These principles can be easily implemented in an image management tool
given that the images have supporting data such as captions and keywords. However,
this type of information doesn’t exist for all images and creating such data is often
slow and tedious.

My research identifies two additional challenges that are required to support an
efficient image management system – thumbnail presentation and metadata
acquisition. Each challenge is detailed below.

 Thumbnails and the limited screen space
The use of thumbnails is one of the most popular techniques to show images on the
computer screen. Thumbnails, created by shrinking original images, are easy to
generate and are very intuitive. However, as shown in Figure 1.1, thumbnails reduce
the density of information available on a screen – there are over twice as many items
shown on the screen with detail view mode as thumbnail mode. Low information
density requires a user to perform additional actions such as scrolling down or
clicking “Next” button. Rodden, et al. [58] observed that users prefer to see a large
number of images at once.

On the other hand, increasing information density, i.e. reducing the size of a
thumbnail, causes another problem - small thumbnails often become illegible.

The challenge of this research lies in providing a solution to these contradicting
requirements.

2

Figure 1.1 Two different representations of the same folder. The left shows
image files in the detail view mode of Microsoft Windows Explorer2. The image
files are represented as a list of files with additional information such as size,
type and date. The right shows the same folder in the thumbnail mode. Although
users can easily identify the content of the images, users are limited to view less
than half the number of files compared with the detail view.

 Lack of metadata
Unlike other textual types of documents which are typically composed of alphanumeric characters, images are usually a stream of color pixels. It is, therefore, not
easy to extract metadata directly from images. For example, it is relatively difficult to
automatically extract the metadata “cat” from a picture of a cat. In many cases,
extensive computation is required to detect meaningful information within images.

There has been various research about automatically extracting metadata from
images. The research has focused on areas such as object identification, face
detection/recognition, content-based categorization, and so on [73][75][76]. However,

2
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automatic metadata extraction is often inaccurate and irrelevant. The irrelevancy
rises due to the fact that the limited amount of extracted metadata. The obtained
metadata may be too general to satisfy the need of every individual user. Each user
needs various types of metadata according to his/her own interest. Furthermore, there
are numerous cases where it is even impossible to automatically obtain metadata
without the intervention of humans. Extracting event information about which a
picture was taken, such as a birthday party, is a good example.

The actual users, as information consumers, can function as the most reliable source
of accurate and relevant metadata associated with images. But, it is well known that
most users are not motivated enough to spend much time creating and annotating
metadata for images [58]. Some researchers have tried to enhance the manual image
annotation process [39]. However, users still found it tedious to make annotations on
their photographs.

The research challenge is to design an easy-to-use, fast annotation system which is
capable of helping users generate accurate metadata with low manual effort.

1.2 Research Components
As stated in the previous section, I have identified two important challenges for
designing user interfaces for image management. My approach to these problems is to
integrate improved automatic recognition systems with novel user interfaces. This
strategy helps achieve my research goal of designing intuitive, efficient and enjoyable
image management systems.

4

My research is composed of three components; (1) applying zoomable user interface
techniques to the image browsing environment; (2) enhancing thumbnails so that they
can be more useful within a limited screen space; and (3) designing and evaluating
semi-automatic annotation strategies for personal photo collections. I discuss these in
more detail in the following sections.

1.2.1 Zoomable User Interface
Conventional image browsers often use the WIMP (Windows, Icons, Mice and
Pointing) style interface - the direct manipulation interface using the desktop
metaphor. They arrange folders on the screen as shown in Figure 1.1. Typically,
users navigate through images by opening and closing folders. Unless images are well
organized inside folders, users may need to comb through several folders before they
are able to locate a specific image.

Zoomable User Interfaces (ZUI) use a metaphor designed as a successor to the
desktop interface. Compared to the desktop interface where the 2D space does not
have any depth, ZUIs enable users to move their point of view with depth. The
primary navigation techniques for ZUIs are zooming and panning. Users can zoom
and pan to any specific area in 2D space. The animation that occurs during zooming
and panning helps the user to remember where things fit together based on spatial
relationships. The spatial relationship is reduced in a folder-based desktop, which
relies on the user’s ability to recall specific information about folders.

5

My research on zoomable image browsing is based on concepts introduced by
Bederson [4]. He applied zoomable user interface techniques into an image browsing
environment as a solution to increase the browsability of image retrieval systems. For
my research, I started by enhancing PhotoMesa [4], a zoomable image browser
(Figure 1.2), and applying zoomable browsing techniques to several front-end
interfaces of image retrieval systems. I defined a set of programming interfaces so
that other applications can embed PhotoMesa as one of their internal components.
The enhanced PhotoMesa can handle richer metadata information through the
interface. These features allow complex searches, fast query previewing, and dynamic
query refinement.

Figure 1.2 PhotoMesa
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1.2.2 Automatic Thumbnail Cropping
While thumbnails - generated by shrinking the original image - are one of the most
widely used techniques for representing images, they are often rendered too small and
illegible. To increase the legibility of small thumbnails, I studied how to detect key
components of images so that intelligent cropping, prior to shrinking, can render
objects more recognizable. Along with colleagues at the University of Maryland, I
developed and evaluated two automatic cropping techniques: 1) based on a method
that detects salient portions of general images, and 2) based on automatic face
detection.

The general thumbnail cropping method, which is based on a saliency model, finds
the informative portion of images and cuts out the non-core part of the image.
Cropped thumbnails increase the users' ability to recognize the image and help the
users’ visual search. This technique is general and can be used without any prior
assumption about images since it uses only low level visual features such as color,
brightness and orientation (see Chapter 4). Additionally, this technique also reduces
the over or under cropping of an image by analyzing the visual content of the image.

When semantic information such as a face is available, we are able to target the crop
area more effectively. Keeping a face (or faces) visible in a thumbnail is critical in
identifying the people in it. Face detection based cropping demonstrates how
semantic information can be used to enhance thumbnail cropping.

7

We also performed a study that shows strong empirical evidence that users recognize
cropped thumbnails more accurately. We also show that using cropped thumbnails
increases users’ visual search performance.

1.2.3 Semi-Automatic Annotation
Annotation is defined as a process which involves labeling the semantic content of
images (or objects in images) with a set of keywords or semantic information.
Annotated information is very important for image retrieval since it allows keywordbased search and helps organizing photos. There are roughly three ways of acquiring
metadata for images. They are 1) automatic extraction through image analysis, 2)
manual annotation, and 3) semi-automatic annotation such as suggested in [71].
Automatic metadata extraction by analyzing images is typically fast but often
generates inaccurate and irrelevant results, while manual annotation is slow but
accurate. Semi-automatic annotation combines the two approaches. Initial metadata
obtained automatically is updated incrementally by relevance feedback from users.

When the metadata has reasonable accuracy, for example, when the amount of erratic
information is less than that of correct information, the process of correcting errors
can be faster and easier than adding new information from scratch. The process of
correcting errors can be even faster as in many cases where users can focus on the
important errors and disregard the less important ones.

The goal of my research is to provide users with an efficient and accurate annotation
mechanism using the semi-automatic approach and prove its validity. A proper

8

interface is very important when dealing with automatic suggestions from a system.
Fixing many errors tends to frustrate users very easily. I focus on transparent
automatic suggestion, in which users have total control over the annotation process.

To achieve these goals, I designed and implemented a semi-automatic annotation
prototype, SAPHARI (see Chapter 5). The goal of SAPHARI is to provide an
annotation framework which helps users to make accurate annotations with less effort
than manual annotation. SAPHARI generates image clusters which facilitate efficient
bulk annotation. SAPHARI automatically creates these clusters with hierarchical
event clustering and clothing based human recognition. Experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the semi-automatic annotation when applied on
personal photo collections.

1.3 Dissertation Overview
Chapter 2 discusses related work and the background in image management, image
browsing environments, zoomable user interfaces, and related automatic recognition
systems.

Chapter 3 presents my work on a zoomable image browser, PhotoMesa. Detailed
design challenges are described along with the explanation of the software
architecture.

Chapter 4 explains two innovative automatic thumbnail cropping techniques. While
small thumbnails are expected in devices with limited screen space or in a zoomed
out view of a zoomable user interface, thumbnails easily become illegible. I present

9

how to create useful thumbnails and evaluate its effectiveness through a series of user
studies.

Chapter 5 introduces the semi-automatic photo annotation strategy. I explain the
design and implementation of a semi-automatic annototation prototype, SAPHARI
(Semi-Automatic PHoto Annotation and Recognition Interface). I discuss how
SAPHARI serves as a semi-automatic annotation tool for personal photo collections.
In chapter 5, I also report a series of user studies on the semi-automatic photo
annotation strategy. I evaluate the effectiveness and usability of SAPHARI through
semi-controlled experiments and observational user studies.

Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings of this research and discusses future work.

10

Chapter 2
Related Work

There have been a number of research prototypes and commercial products to support
image management on computers. In this chapter, I explain features of notable image
management applications and prototypes. I pay particular attention to searching and
browsing as well as annotation strategies of each application. In addition, I describe
the technologies which my research is based on. I detail zoomable user interfaces
(ZUI), treemaps, and saliency algorithms. I also present a number of automatic
recognition techniques which are utilized for extracting useful information from
images.

2.1 Digital Image Browsing and Searching
FotoFile is a prototype system for multimedia organization and retrieval [42].
Through informal user studies, Kuchinsky et al. [42] found that: 1) users did not want
to spend a lot of time organizing their photos with keyboard annotations; and that 2)
they wanted to browse through photos, not just perform direct search activities. To
facilitate easy annotation, they added bulk annotation and face recognition in their
prototype. In their bulk annotation method, users select multiple images on the
display, choose attribute/value pairs from a menu, and then press the “Annotate”
button so that users can add the same set of keywords on many images at the same
time. FotoFile also added a facial feature extraction tool to recognize faces in photos.
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This tool allows users to assign a name to a face, and then automatically annotates
new photos when the same face is recognized, freeing users from having to do this
annotation themselves.

As shown in Figure 2.1, FotoFile allows users to browse photos grouped in albums.
When an album is selected, images in the album are laid out on the screen for viewing
and editing. When there are more photos in one album than the screen can hold,
photos are partitioned into many pages and users can see additional photos by
pressing the next page button. As well as its standard interface, FotoFile also added
the ability to visualize photos with a hyperbolic tree [43] built from the values of
various metadata facets applied to a set of photos. In both ways, the interfaces let
users navigate through photos without performing searches. Kuchinsky et al. also
noted that people like to tell stories with photos and allowed users to create small
groups of photos called “scraplets” to represent single narrative episodes.

Figure 2.1 FotoFile image organization and retrieval system [42]
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Figure 2.2 Adobe PhotoShop Album 3 . Keyword tags can be dragged and
dropped onto photos to associate them with keyword. Users can customize
keyword tags and use them to find photos later.

Adobe PhotoShop Album [2] is a commercial product from a well known image
application developer, Adobe Systems Inc. Adobe PhotoShop Album gathers all
photos in the users’ computer and lets users see those photos in one convenient place,
organized by date or any chosen subject. On the top of the interface, it has a timeline
showing the distribution of photos over time. The timeline has two sliding knobs and
users can filter photos by the date they were taken. One of the interesting features it

3

Adobe PhotoShop Album is a trademark of Adobe Systems Inc.

(http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshopalbum/)
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incorporates is a keyword tag. Users are allowed to create customized keyword tags
that represent special people, places, or events, and drag them onto photos so that
pictures can be found by subject later. As shown in Figure 2.2, a keyword tag on the
right panel can be dragged onto a photo or a group of photos to annotate photos with
the keyword. When users drop a keyword tag onto the search panel, photos that have
been annotated with the keyword will be found and shown on the center panel as a
search result. Users can add more tags to narrow down the search result further.

Figure 2.3 PhotoFinder. Users can annotate photos with drag-and-drop interface,
also known as direct annotation. The name of a person can be dragged from the
list onto photos. This annotation is used for keyword search for finding photos.
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PhotoFinder [39] is a research prototype focusing on enabling non-technical users of
personal photo collections to search and browse easily. PhotoFinder allows rapid
browsing of large number of photos organized in collections. It provides a set of
visual conjunctive Boolean query interfaces and query preview features. PhotoFinder
offers a technique known as direct annotation to enable personal names to be placed
on a photo. In PhotoFinder, annotation is achieved by drag-and-drop. Users can drag
keywords (usually a person’s name) onto any place on the photos. The content and
the position of keywords are automatically saved in a database so that they can be
used for searching. Kang et al. [39] found that rich annotations and captions are the
basis for successful story telling among people.

PhotoFinder can create collections from the folders in file explorer by dragging the
selected folders onto the library viewer and the photos in the collections can be sorted
by the selected attribute such as date, location, title, and so on.

ACDSee [1] is one of the most successful image browsers on the market. Based of the
file system, it provides users a total environment to view and browse image and
graphics files quickly, even large images or thousands of thumbnail previews at a
time. It enables users to organize pictures efficiently by assigning images to
categories and keywords in batches. It allows users to find files fast by searching on
categories, keywords, metadata, date, type, description, or other properties--or by
clicking dates on a calendar. Users also can view all photos from a particular year,
month, week, or day.
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One disadvantage of ACDSee is its lack of ability to support managing photo groups.
It depends on low level file structures and does not allow images to be included in
more than one group (or folder) without copying the original and having multiple
copies. ACDSee supports basic features such as ‘Favorites’ and ‘Folders’, but users
might still need more convenient functions rather than folder-based grouping for
managing their image collections especially when the collections contain a large
number of photos.

Figure 2.4 ACDSee
 Image Browser4

The Personal Digital Historian (PDH) research project [62] presents visualization and
layout schemes developed for a novel circular user interface designed for a round,
tabletop display. The overall goal of PDH is to investigate ways to effectively and

4

ACDSee is a trademark of ACD Systems http://www.acdsystems.com
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intuitively organize, navigate, browse, present and visualize digital data in an
interactive multi-person conversational setting. Shen et al. [62] discuss the direct
implications of such a circular interface on document orientation and describe the
circular layout as shown in Figure 2.5 and explain how to use them in a multi-person
collaborative interface. This type of collaborative environment that adapts to the
needs of group workers would allow the computer as a device to disappear in the
architecture of office spaces, while its functionality remains ubiquitously available.

PDH is an example of a non-WIMP (Windows, Icons, Mice and Pointing, which refer
to the desk top, direct manipulation style of user interface) image browser. Unlike the
previous examples, PDH introduces a novel environment which is intended to
facilitate cooperative browsing.

Figure 2.5 Personal Digital Historian (PDH) from MERL [62]
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Query-By-Image-Content (QBIC) is one of the well-known content-based image
retrieval systems [22][23]. IBM developed the system which lets users make queries
of large image databases based on visual image content -- properties such as color
percentages, color layout, and textures occurring in the images. Such queries use the
visual properties of images, so users can match colors, textures and their positions
without describing them in words. This approach can be effective when users have a
clear idea about searching targets such as color, shapes and so on. However, when
users have no idea about what the targets look like, this approach is less useful. In
addition, QBIC has limitations in specifying semantic elements in images. The
system records color and shapes without understanding the meaning of objects in
images. However, content based queries can be combined with text and keyword
predicates to get powerful retrieval methods for image and multimedia databases. In
this dissertation, one of my research goals is to increase textual metadata to facilitate
this kind of retrieval.

Flamenco [74] is a web based prototype, whose primary design goal is to allow users
to move through large information spaces in a flexible manner without feeling lost. A
key property of the interface is the explicit exposure of hierarchical faceted metadata,
both to guide the user toward possible choices, and to organize the results of keyword
searches. The interface uses metadata in a manner that allows users to both refine and
expand the current query, while maintaining a consistent representation of the
collection's structure. This use of metadata is integrated with free-text search,
allowing the user to follow links, then add search terms, then follow more links,
without interrupting the interaction flow. The results of usability studies find strong
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preference results for the faceted category interface over that of the standard
approach.

Flamenco is useful for searching images when the user has only a vague idea of what
they are looking for. The system allows users to follow their information needs.
However, the result pane, as shown in Figure 2.6, can show a very limited number of
images at once and does not allow users to preview images in result categories. Users
have to navigate into image groups to see the result in a group. While Flamenco
provides a very flexible searching and browsing environment, its web-based interface
limits richer interactions. In addition, Flamenco requires refined metadata and preclassified categories, which is often not available.

Figure 2.6 Flamenco Interface [74].
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Figure 2.7 PhotoTOC [56] user interface. The left panel shows representatives
photos of clusters. As users click a cluster in the left panel, the right panel scrolls
so that the first photo of the cluster should be shown on the screen with red
borders.

Photo Table Of Contents (PhotoTOC) [56] is an interface that helps users find digital
photographs in their own collection of hundreds or thousands of photographs.
PhotoTOC is a browsing user interface that uses an overview+ detail design. The
detail view is a temporally ordered list of all of the user’s photographs. The overview
of the user’s collection is automatically generated by an image clustering algorithm,
which clusters on the creation time and the color of the photographs. PhotoTOC was
developed by design iteration on an earlier clustering user interface: AutoAlbum.
20

PhotoTOC was tested on users’ own photographs against three other browsers: a
hierarchical folder browser (with image thumbnails and the user’s own folder
structure), a flat detail view with no automatically generated overview, and
AutoAlbum. Searching for images with PhotoTOC was subjectively rated easier than
all of the other browsers and PhotoTOC’s task performance was not slower than any
other browser. This result shows that an automatic organization of personal
photographs can be effective: it requires no organization effort by the user and yet
facilitates efficient and satisfying search.

Figure 2.8 Apple iPhoto5 [33]. Users can select and drag photos from the main
screen onto the icon representing an album as shown in the right image.

iPhoto [33] by Apple Computer Inc. is an all-in-one application for importing,
organizing, editing and sharing digital photos. It allows users to arrange the pictures
by theme (such as vacations and ball games), subject (people, places, pets and so on),
or any other way they prefer by dragging photos onto the icon representing an album.
Users can rearrange the sequence of photos in the albums any way they choose. Users
are also able to make as many albums as they like using any images from the photo
5

iPhoto is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. http://www.apple.com/iPhoto
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library, and even include the same photo in several albums without making multiple
copies of it.

iPhoto lets users categorize photos and make them searchable by keyword or
comment. Keywords are essentially labels assigned to different categories of photos,
and comments are the captions written for individual photos. iPhoto enables users to
you find the photos by keyword, or by searching for any of the words or phrases in
comments.

Figure 2.9 Microsoft Office 2003 Picture Manager6. Left: Filmstrip view, Right:
Thumbnail View.

Microsoft Office Picture Manager [51] provides a flexible way to manage, edit, and
share users’ pictures. Users can view all the pictures no matter where they are stored;
the Locate Pictures feature helps users find images scattered in disk. Instead of
navigating between locations and lists of folders each time, users can add shortcuts to
all the locations that contain pictures. Office Picture Manager does not require users
to create new categories or import pictures. Once users add a shortcut, they can work

6

Microsoft Office is a trademark of Microsoft Inc. http://office.microsoft.com
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with pictures from that location as if they were working from the file system. Office
Picture Manager can also automatically perform corrections to your pictures such as
brightness and contrast, color, crop, rotate and flip, red eye removal, and resize.

Office Picture Manager allows users to use Microsoft SharePoint [61] for a rich
collaboration experience. Through SharePoint, users can share images across the
intranet and download picture versions at any size or resolution, while efficiently
storing the original pictures. When sharing pictures, users can also compress files to a
size that is most efficient for the way they intend to use the picture.

Figure 2.10 Picasa7 image browser [54]

7

Picasa is a trademark of Picasa, Inc. http://www.picasa.com
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When first launched, Picasa [54] begin to search the entire folder on a computer and
created an album per folder. It supports all of the pictures of general formats as well
as standard camera movie files. Users can easily organize folders by merging and
renaming them. Photos are laid out on the screen by the albums and users can use
scroll bars to navigate them. A slider on the bottom right of screen allows users to
resize thumbnails. On the left panel, the list of albums is arranged by timeline.

Picasa also provides image editing functions such as red-eye removal, cropping,
rotation, and auto-correction. It also allows users to send pictures quickly by using
users’ e-mail clients such as Microsoft Outlook. In addition, Picasa supports users to
publish albums as web pages.

While users are allowed to add any keyword to photos, the annotation process is very
time-consuming. When users are adding keywords, a separate window is provided as
shown in Figure 2.10, and users are required to type keywords manually. Furthermore,
Picasa does not support a list of existing keywords, which makes annotation very
difficult. Even though Picasa is capable of searching all the keywords that users have
entered, annotation is limited with manually entered keywords.

Girgensohn[28] et al. created a photo management application (Figure 2.11). The
prototype provides a semi-automatic approach to facilitate the task of labeling photos
with people. They used a face detector to automatically extract faces from photos
while the less accurate face recognizer to sort faces by their similarity. The sorted
faces are presented as candidate as shown in Figure 2.11. Users are allowed to drag
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faces onto name labels to make annotations. Their simulation study showed that on
average 60% of faces could be assigned successfully with three or four steps.

Figure 2.11 Face annotation interface for FXPAL prototype [28]
While the semi-automatic approach of Girgensohn [28] et al. showed a great potential,
there are scalability and usability issues. As the number of faces in the system
increases, it is expected that users are required to use scroll bars frequently.
Furthermore, as the number of people increases, the face recognition accuracy
decreases significantly and it makes bulk annotation harder. Since the prototype does
not limit the number of faces on the screen, users might have problems when they try
to label a large number of faces at once. In addition, the prototype solely depends on a
face recognizer. Even with state-of-the-art systems, it is known that the face
recognition accuracy for outdoor photos is around 50% [53]. Even though the
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prototype circumvents the poor performance of the face recognition approach, getting
help from other non-facial features such as timestamp and clothing would increase the
accuracy of the initial face assigning.

2.2 Zoomable User Interfaces
In this section, I explain the key features of zoomable user interface techniques and a
zoomable user interface toolkit, Jazz. Zoomable image browsing introduced by
Bederson [4] showed a great potential to increase the browsability of image retrieval
systems. In my research, I apply various zoomable user interface techniques to
enhance image management systems.

2.2.1 Fundamentals
Zoomable User Interfaces (ZUI) use a metaphor designed as a successor to the
desktop interface [9]. Compared to the desktop interface where the 2D space does not
have any depth, ZUIs enable users to move their point of view with depth. Users can
zoom in to any specific area in 2D space and zoom out to see the larger overview of
an area. The animation that occurs during zooming and panning helps the user to
remember where things fit together based on spatial relationships. On the other hand,
a folder-based desktop relies on the user’s ability to recall particular information
about folders.

In ZUIs, unlike pure 3D systems, the axis of zooming is fixed to be perpendicular to
2D space so that space can be zoomed in and out only in that direction. The primary
navigation techniques for ZUIs are panning and zooming, and rotation, tilt, and
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distortion are not allowed. Users can zoom out to see a bigger area and zoom in to see
things in more detail. Users also can pan the viewing window without zooming. The
simple navigation in ZUIs prevents the general drawbacks of 3D systems such as
disorientation and navigation problems, while providing full power of space
navigation.

Since ZUIs are dependent on humans’ ability to remember where things are in space,
it is crucial for users to perceive where they are in space. To lessen users’ cognitive
load with this perception, the animation during zooming is very important. It is
known that users tend to get more lost in space when zooming is not animated. [6]

2.2.2 Jazz: A Zoomable User Interface Toolkit
Jazz [7] is a toolkit that supports Zoomable User Interfaces, designed and developed
at the University of Maryland. It is built in pure Java and provides a unique way to
create robust, full-featured graphical applications.
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Figure 2.12 An example scene graph structure. The partial scene graph example
on the right side is represented on the screen as shown in the left figure.

Jazz is based on a “polylithic” design philosophy. In Jazz, objects are composed by
combining simple objects with a scene graph structure. Jazz tackles the complexity of
building graphical applications by dividing object functionality into small, easily
understandable node types such as ZLayerGroup, ZGroup, ZVisualLeaf, and so on as
shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12 shows an example application with a scene graph structure. The right
scene graph of Figure 2.12 is rendered on the screen as in the left screen shot.
Photographs on the screen in the left screen shot are represented by ImageItem in the
right scene graph. But, the ImageItem does not have to include all the required
functions to draw images on the screen. Its upper level invisible parent, ZGroup, takes
care of its coordination on the screen and let the ImageItem focus on rendering the
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associated image without considering the detail about its location and scale. By
separating complex functions into small, easy extendable parts, Jazz helps to build
applications clearly.

Jazz has been used in a number of user interface applications including Fisheye
Menus and tree viewers. [5][31]. It also inspired developing other toolkits such as
Piccolo [55].

2.3 Treemap Algorithm
Treemap algorithms are very useful to display a large volume of information on the
screen. Combined with zoomable user interfaces, quantum strip treemap algorithm [4]
is capable of showing a large number of images in a 2D zoomable space.

2.3.1 Fundamentals
Treemap algorithms are a space-filling visualization method which is capable of
representing large hierarchical collections of quantitative data in a compact display
[36][64]. A treemap (Figure 2.13) works by dividing the display area into a nested
sequence of rectangles whose areas correspond to an attribute of the data set,
effectively combining aspects of a Venn diagram and a pie chart.

A key ingredient of a treemap is the algorithm used to create the nested rectangles
that make up the map. This set of rectangles is referred to as the layout of the
treemap. The slice-and-dice algorithm of the original treemap paper [64] uses parallel
lines to divide a rectangle representing an item into smaller rectangles representing its
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children. At each level of hierarchy the orientation of the lines - vertical or horizontal
- is switched. As seen in the right image in Figure 2.13, each cell represented by a
rectangle is encoded with area to convey one of its attributes. Single level treemaps
are nested hierarchically to form a whole map. (the left image in Figure 2.13)

Figure 2.13 The slice and dice treemap layout. The left image shows a
hierarchical application of the treemap algorithm. The right image shows a
single level treemap.

Treemaps scale up well, and are useful even for a million items on a single display.
However, the slice-and-dice layout often creates layouts that contain many rectangles
with a high aspect ratio. Such long skinny rectangles can be hard to see, select,
compare in size, and label. Hence, many modified versions such as [12], [70] have
been developed to give a better visual representation as shown in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14 Low aspect ratio layouts. Shading indicates order, which is not
preserved.

2.3.2 Quantum Strip TreeMap
The quantum strip treemap algorithm [4] is a modification of the existing Squarified
Treemap algorithm [12]. The quantum treemap algorithm is similar to other treemap
algorithms, but instead of generating rectangles of arbitrary aspect ratios, it generates
rectangles with widths and heights that are integer multiples of a given elemental size.
The basic idea is to start the regular treemap algorithm and then as rectangles are
generated, they are quantized. The dimensions of rectangles are expanded or shrunk
so that each dimension is an integral multiple of the input element size. The total area
of the rectangle is no less than that needed to layout a grid of the requested number of
objects.

Figure 2.15 Strip treemap algorithm applied to 20 rectangles
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It works by processing input rectangles in order, and laying them out in horizontal (or
vertical) strips of varying thicknesses (Figure 2.15). While maintaining a current strip,
and then for each rectangle, the algorithm checks if adding the rectangle to the current
strip will increase or decrease the average aspect ratio of all the rectangles in the strip.
If the average aspect ratio decreases (or stays the same), the new rectangle is added.
If it increases, a new strip is started with the rectangle. For each rectangle, the
algorithm computes the average aspect ratio of the current strip. Each strip will be,
on average, of length equal to the square root of the total number of rectangles. Thus,
the strip treemap algorithm runs in O(sqrt(n)) time on average.

PhotoMesa [4] lays out images by using the quantum strip treemap algorithm and
appears to be the only use of treemaps to display non-quantitative data within each
rectangle.

2.4 Annotation and Metadata
Annotation is defined as a process that labels the semantic content of images (or
object) with users’ metadata. Annotation is especially important for image collections
because it allows enhanced searching and browsing which is not possible without
annotated information.

As described in section 2.2, PhotoFinder [39] offers a drag-and-drop technique
known as direct annotation to enable personal names to be placed on a photo or a
group of photos. Users can drag keywords (usually person’s name) onto any place on
the photos to save typing. Similarly, Adobe PhotoShop Album [2] incorporates a
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keyword tag. Users can create customized keyword tags that represent special people,
places, or events, and drag them onto photos so that pictures can be found by subject
later. (Figure 2.2) These improvements help users make annotations efficiently in
comparison with the manual annotation strategy where users are required to type-in
keywords. However, it is still a burden for users to make annotation on a large
number of images.

Figure 2.16 MiAlbum interface. Users are allowed to input relevance feedback
by clicking thumbs-up and thumbs-down icon on the lower right corner of each
image.

Wenyin et al. [71] introduce a novel approach to semi-automatically and
progressively make annotations on images. The progressive annotation process is
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embedded in the course of integrated keyword-based and content-based image
retrieval. When a user submits a keyword query, the system retrieves and arranges
images on the screen as shown in Figure 2.16. The search results include images
which are relevant to the search keyword, as well as images found based on their
visual feature similarity to the images matched with the query and/or a set of
randomly selected images. When an image receives positive feedback from users (by
clicking the thumb-up icon), the search keywords are automatically added to the
images so that the images can be retrieved by keyword-based image retrieval in the
future. The coverage and quality of image annotation is improved progressively as the
cycle of search and feedback increases.

Wenyin et al. [71] report that the semi-automatic image annotation strategy is better
than manual annotation methods in terms of efficiency, and is better than automatic
annotation techniques in terms of accuracy. But the authors also detail that the
MiAlbum user interface needs enhancements. The simple thumbs-up/down metaphor
was not enough for users to understand the built-in underlying automatic algorithm.
They also report a problem in the discoverablity of relevance feedback.

Rodden et al. [58] observed users’ behavior with their digital personal photographs
and found that two features are essential for users. They are 1) automatically sorting
photos in chronological order; and 2) displaying a large number of thumbnails at once.
And they also found that the participants in their study most commonly wanted to
browse their personal photos by event, rather than querying them based on more
specific properties. This result is not surprising and matches well with my intuition.
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Users just want to have a simple and meaningful way of browsing. One more thing
has to be clarified is about location or place information. Some users think it is
another very important type of information. However, in most cases, location
information is tightly coupled with event information. When personal photos are
taken in a relatively short period time, the photos usually tend to have the same event
and location.

Along with the chronological information, people in photos are regarded as one of the
most important pieces of information because a great many pictures of interest show
human faces many of which are central objects in the images. It is not surprising that
many image browsing prototypes and products [2][39][42][62] include features for
labeling persons with metadata such as names. Rodden et al. also [58] hinted that
robust face recognition would help users to browse their personal photo collections.

2.5 Saliency and Thumbnail Cropping
Thumbnails - generated by shrinking the original image - are one of the most widely
used techniques for representing images. However, when used in limited screen space,
they are often rendered too small and illegible. In this dissertation, I focus on
intelligent cropping so that key components of images can be more recognizable in
small thumbnails. I use a visual saliency model for cropping images.

Visual attention is the ability of biological visual systems to detect interesting parts of
the visual input [34][35][49][50][72]. The saliency map of an image describes the
degree of saliency of each position in the image. The saliency map is a matrix
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corresponding to the input image that describes the degree of saliency of each
position in the input image.

Itti and Koch [34][35] provided an approach to compute a saliency map for images.
Their method first uses pyramid technology to compute three feature maps for three
low level features: color, intensity, and orientation. For each feature, saliency is
detected when a portion of an image differs in that feature from neighboring regions.
Then these feature maps are combined together to form a single saliency map. After
this, in a series of iterations, salient pixels suppress the saliency of their neighbors, to
concentrate saliency in a few key points.

Chen et al. [14] proposed using semantic models together with the saliency model of
Itti and Koch to identify important portions of an image, prior to cropping. Their
method is based on an attention model that uses attention objects as the basic
elements. The overall attention value of each attention object is calculated by
combining attention values from different models. For semantic attention models they
use a face detection technique [45] and a text detection technique [15] to compute two
different attention values. The method provides a way to combine semantic
information with low-level features. However, when combining the different values,
their method uses heuristic weights that are different for five different predefined
image types. Images need to be manually categorized into these five categories prior
to applying their method. Furthermore, it heavily relies on semantic extraction
techniques. When the corresponding semantic technique is not available or when the
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technique fails to provide a good result (e.g. no face found in the image), it is hard to
expect a good result from the method.

2.6 Automatic Event Identification
There are a number of approaches to automatically identify event clusters from digital
photo collections. Cooper et al. [16] introduced a temporal similarity-based approach
to cluster digital photographs by time and image content. Cooper et al.’s algorithm is
general and unsupervised. It calculates event boundaries by computing temporal
similarity between photos. For example, as photos are closer in time, they have higher
similarity. [16] defines a confidence measure to determine the goodness of event
boundaries. The confidence measure is calculated by combining each cluster’s
average self-similarity and the dissimilarity between adjacent clusters. Cooper et al.’s
algorithm chooses event boundaries that maximize the confidence measure. Along
with the temporal similarity, they also include content based similarity. Using low
frequency discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients from each photos, they
calculated visual similarities between photos. Cooper et al. applied their techniques
and measure the accuracy of the algorithm. While their experimental results show that
their algorithm had around F-score 0.85, it was not significantly better in comparison
with other algorithms in [44][41]. Also, using the content similarity did not make
significant contribution to detect events.

Girgensohn et al. [27] presented a prototype photo manager based on Cooper et al.’s
event detection algorithm [16]. As shown in Figure 2.17, photographs are grouped by
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automatically identified events. The left panel shows identified events as a tree view
and the main panel displays thumbnails of individual photographs grouped by event.

Figure 2.17 FXPAL Photo Application [27]

Platt et al. [56] use an adaptive local threshold method to detect event boundaries.
Platt el al.’s algorithm [56] compares a time interval to its local average interval. If a
temporal gap between adjacent two photos is considerably larger than its weighted
local average, the algorithm decides the gap to be an event boundary. Unlike the
algorithm in [16], this algorithm requires additional parameters, a threshold for
sensitivity and a windows size, which should be empirically chosen and can be
subjective. Cooper et al. [16] also reports that the accuracy of this algorithm was not
very good as compared with other clustering algorithms.

Scale-space analysis [44] is a technique for accessing structure at multiple scales in a
data set. It assigns a Gaussian kernel per data to form a Gaussian mixture. The result
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mixture is used to form clusters by finding points where its second derivative value is
zero (peak point). By using varying standard deviation, it allows to construct
hierarchical segmentation.

Loui et al. [47] use the K-means algorithm combined with content-based postprocessing for automatic albuming of photographs. They checked the color similarity
of images at event boundaries to verify that the images indeed differ.

Graham et al. [30] use time information for creating event hierarchies for personal
photo collection. Based on [56], they create initial clusters. Then, they build an event
hierarchy based on the initial clusters. For each cluster, a summarization photograph
is selected to represent the event. With this clustering and summarization technique,
they built a prototype, “Hierarchical Browser” and performed a user study. They
found that users completed given tasks better with the hierarchical browser. They also
showed that the summarization technique significantly reduced users’ browsing
completion time.

Gargi [25] [26] presented an analysis of consumer media capture behavior based on
timestamp metadata. He reported bursty behavior of personal photo collections [25].
Date sets used in [25] shows that photos are taken on approximately one day during a
ten day period. However, on the day that photos are taken, users take about twelve
photos at once.

As shown in this section, there have been numerous researches on automatic event
identification. Nevertheless, automatically identified events are not perfect and
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require users’ amendment. Most of the above approaches did not consider users’
feedback on event boundaries. Once event boundaries are set by an algorithm, they
are not adaptable and the algorithms do not allow further interaction with users.
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Chapter 3
Preliminary Work: PhotoMesa and Its Applications

In this chapter, I explain the design and implementation issues of PhotoMesa. While
the design challenge is to support efficient browsing without losing the intuitive
interface, there are crucial performance issues, especially because PhotoMesa handles
a large number of images at the same time. I examine the issues in detail and explain
techniques that I applied when designing and developing PhotoMesa.

3.1 Overview
Many conventional image browsers follow the WIMP style (Windows, Icons, Mice
and Pointing, which refer to the desk top, direct manipulation style of user interface)
and they usually use folders. Unless images are well organized inside folders, users
need to keep opening folders before they are able to locate a specific image.

On the other hand, PhotoMesa [4] allows users to view a large set of images on one
screen in a zoomable environment. Users can zoom in to see the detail image (Figure
3.1) and zoom out to view the overview of images as in Figure 1.2. PhotoMesa allows
users to view multiple directories of images with a simple set of navigation functions.
The name PhotoMesa derives from the Spanish word mesa which means table, but is
commonly used in the US southwestern states to describe the natural volcanic
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plateaus which are high and have flat tops. Standing atop a mesa, you can see the
entire valley below, much as you can see an overview of many photos in PhotoMesa.

As the user moves the mouse, the directory under the mouse cursor is highlighted,
and the label is shown in full. Then when the user clicks the left mouse button, the
view is smoothly zoomed in to that directory. At any point, the user can press the
right button to zoom out to the previous magnification.

Figure 3.1 Detail view (zoomed-in view) of PhotoMesa
One of the goals for designing PhotoMesa is to provide a simple and intuitive
interface. Thus, simplifying navigation was a very important challenge. However,
pure zooming is known to have a navigation problem. Users are easily disoriented
when extremely zoomed in [37]. Users often have no idea where they are looking at,
and which direction they should move. Furthermore, this situation is easily confused
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with when extremely zoomed out because all that users can see on the screen is empty
space.

A constrained zooming technique is designed for PhotoMesa to prevent the
disorientation problem. In PhotoMesa, users are only allowed to zoom into the
highlighted area which is easily recognizable prior to navigation, and to zoom out
only to the previous magnification. The users’ navigation actions are restricted to leftclick (or space key) to zoom in and right click (or enter key) to zoom out. According
to pilot studies, we observed that most users liked the constrained zooming and they
also found it easy and intuitive.

Another novel technique introduced in PhotoMesa is the use of Quantum Strip
Treemaps [8] with which PhotoMesa lays out images in 2D zoomable space as shown
in Figure 1.2. Treemap is a space-filling visualization method which is capable of
representing large hierarchical collections in a compact display (see section 2.3).

One interesting assumption that PhotoMesa made is that it is not necessary to show
the hierarchies in which photos are arranged. The rationale for this is that users
looking at images are primarily interested in groups of photos, not at the structure of
the groups. In addition, the interface for presenting and managing hierarchies of
groups would become more complicated for users. This postulate enables simple and
effective algorithms for image layouts.

While the initial version of PhotoMesa provided a novel image browsing interface, it
had room for improvement. The initial version did not support any metadata other
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than the native file structure information such as filename, directory and date
information. While it is easy for users to begin to use PhotoMesa, the inability to
handle rich metadata limits its capabilities in some crucial activities such as adding
captions and keywords. Furthermore, the initial version had very limited search
functions, allowing users to search through image file names only.

Based on the initial version of PhotoMesa, I redesigned and re-implemented
PhotoMesa to control rich metadata while consuming fewer computing resources.
While the initial version focused on personal usage, I extended PhotoMesa into a
general image search interface. Through a set of software interfaces, PhotoMesa can
be plugged in as a front-end user interface for general image browsing environments.
The new PhotoMesa can be integrated with database systems and handle richer
metadata, enabling users to query images by a set of keywords. Furthermore, the new
version allows users to control grouping. Images can be grouped in meaningful
clusters based on users’ search category. Search results can be dynamically regrouped
as users refine their search conditions. Compared to conventional image search
interfaces, PhotoMesa shows great potential as a general image retrieval interface.

I also designed the new PhotoMesa to be web-deployable and it can be run as an
applet in web-based applications.

3.2 Multi-level Thumbnails
PhotoMesa typically handles a large number of images at once. When zoomed out,
users can see the overview of images which are shown as small thumbnails. When
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zoomed in, images are presented in larger dimensions and users can see more detail
about the images. PhotoMesa should support rapid transitions between various levels
of magnification. As a user navigates the zoomable space, PhotoMesa is required to
render a large number of images on the screen. But, the problem is that it is not
possible to hold all the images inside the main memory. For example, suppose that
PhotoMesa is showing 1000 images and each image is about 1000X1000 pixels in
size. The required memory is roughly 3GB8, which is far beyond typical computer
systems.

PhotoMesa uses multi-level thumbnail images as a solution to this problem. Instead
of loading all images inside the main memory, PhotoMesa holds only minimum sized
thumbnails. When zooming, PhotoMesa dynamically determines the right thumbnail
level and loads thumbnails of that level as well as releasing thumbnails of off-screen
images. When zoomed out, PhotoMesa loads a large number of small sized
thumbnails and, when zoomed in, it loads a small number of large sized thumbnails.
This technique ensures that approximately one screenful of data is loaded on the main
memory at a time. PhotoMesa is implemented to use four levels of thumbnails with
maximum of 10, 50, 100, and 200 pixels, and it can limit its memory usage to 256
MB even when interacting with two thousand images.

In addition, there are other benefits to having multi-level thumbnails. When
PhotoMesa is using images over the networks, it can regulate the data transfer

8

For rendering, images often have to be transformed into a RGB format where one color pixel is

composed of three bytes.
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bandwidth. Since PhotoMesa requires only one screenful of data at a time, thumbnail
data is continuously transferred as users navigate among images. This technique
provides shorter response time and balanced network traffic. Furthermore, low
resolution thumbnails can be used as a cache. While high resolution images are being
downloaded slowly, a low resolution thumbnail can be used to give faster feedback to
users.

However, there are some tradeoffs with multi-level thumbnails. It takes a while to
generate thumbnails. It also requires additional disk space to store them. To minimize
thumbnail generation overhead, PhotoMesa generates thumbnails only when it sees a
new image and stores them in a disk cache which is invisible to users. PhotoMesa
reuses thumbnails whenever possible.

3.3 Implementation Issues
As I mentioned earlier, based on the initial version of PhotoMesa, I improved
PhotoMesa to control rich metadata while consuming fewer computing resources. In
this section, I address the issues about enhancing PhotoMesa.
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Figure 3.2 PhotoMesa software architecture

 Asynchronous Thumbnails Updating
PhotoMesa uses multi-level thumbnails and those thumbnails need to be dynamically
loaded or released very efficiently due to the memory limitation. For example, when
zoomed in, low resolution thumbnails need to be replaced with higher resolution
images. In the case when users pan or zoom, some images on the screen become out
of visible bounds and those off-screen thumbnails need to be quickly released from
the memory.

PhotoMesa uses two independent threads, “Updater” and “Releaser” to achieve
efficient updating and releasing thumbnails. When users zoom or pan, the update
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manager identifies which images should be updated and released. Then it notifies
each thread with this information. Newly visible and zoomed-in images should be
updated with corresponding thumbnails and panned out images (not visible any more
on the screen) should release their thumbnails from the main memory. The update
thread keeps replacing thumbnails with the right sized thumbnails and the release
thread frees unused thumbnails. These operations are performed independently to
avoid blocking the interaction. In this way, users are allowed to navigate without
waiting for thumbnail loading and/or releasing to be completed. Updater and
Releaser respectively merge multiple requests into a single request for efficient
thumbnail management.

 Smooth Animation
Animated zooming and panning is a very important feature in zoomable user
interfaces. Since zoomable user interface techniques take advantage of users’ human
ability of remembering spatial relationships, zooming and panning should be
animated smoothly to help the users’ cognitive loads.

Animation between two views is achieved by redrawing a series of in-between frames
quickly. However, it is not an easy task to redraw thousands of thumbnails at a
minimum target rate of ten frames per second. To speed up this rendering, PhotoMesa
uses a native type image class in Java. The native type image has the same color
model and structure as the native machine uses. Also, this type of image can reside in
the VRAM of the graphics card so that they can be processed by hardware accelerated
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graphics engine without using CPU cycle. When properly used, the native image can
be rendered more than five times faster than non native type images.

Along with the technical enhancement, I also took advantage of humans’ cognitive
capabilities. I found that detailed information need not be drawn when animating.
Users did not notice that some auxiliary information on the screen such as labels,
image borders, and group borders are not drawn during the animation. In addition,
they did not perceive low quality thumbnails, instead of high quality thumbnails
which are used in a static scene, are rendered on the screen during the animation.

These techniques enable PhotoMesa to render approximately 30 frames per seconds
with 1,500 images on the screen when run on a 2.4GHz Pentium 4 machine with
512MB memory.

 Prefetch high resolution images
When a single image is zoomed in, PhotoMesa shows the image in its full resolution.
Performance degradation also occurs at this point. Since the original images are
usually compressed with popular formats such as jpeg, png, and gif, the image is
required to be decompressed and transformed before being rendered on the screen. As
a result of this processing, there is a delay between users’ navigation and the system’s
rendering.

However, we observed that users tend to have some patterns when browsing images.
Once a user selects an image as a full resolution view, he/she tends to see the next
image also at full resolution. PhotoMesa takes advantage of this behavior and tries to
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preload the next image while users see a current image. If the user keeps on
navigating to the next image as predicted, the delay stated above can be avoided and
an immediate response can be provided.

This kind of prefetching technique is widely used in commercial image browsers
[1][2]. But, prefetching in PhotoMesa is a little bit different from others. In other
applications, the next image can be easily determined because users are allowed to
move in one dimensional direction, back and next. But, in PhotoMesa, users can pan
freely in two-dimensional space. In other words, users can pan into four directions,
up, down, right, and left. Initially, PhotoMesa was design to prefetch all the four
neighboring images.

However, I found that prefetching the four images at the same time produced too
much overhead and it had little benefit over no-prefetching. As an alternative,
PhotoMesa is implemented is to prefetch only one image at a time. I designed
PhotoMesa to remember the last direction of users’ navigation and to prefetch the
next image in that direction. For example, if a user pans to the right by pressing the
right arrow key, PhotoMesa remembers the direction and prefetches the right
neighbor of the next image. This preference is kept until the user changes the
navigation direction. It is observed that users do not pan randomly and they have a
tendency to navigate in one direction for a period of time. This adaptable prefetching
approach minimizes the prefetching overhead while providing good performance in
practice.
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 Use built-in thumbnails in EXIF [20]
PhotoMesa uses multi-level thumbnails and reuses thumbnails in the disk cache as
much as possible. If it fails to find pre-generated thumbnails, it creates thumbnails
only for those images. Usually, this procedure is performed when there are newly
added. However, it often takes more than one second to generate multi-level
thumbnails per image. When importing a large set of new images, it can take several
minutes to finish generating thumbnails.

One solution is to use EXIF [20], an industry standard for digital images. Recently,
many digital camera manufacturers follow the EXIF format which defines various
types of information about digital images. Most of them are low level, camera
specific information such as focal length, shutter speed, and so on. But, in the EXIF
format, a thumbnail is also included. Before generating thumbnails, PhotoMesa
checks whether images to be loaded contain EXIF headers and corresponding
thumbnails. If available, PhotoMesa imports the EXIF thumbnails rather than
generating thumbnails from scratch. This technique enables PhotoMesa to load a set
of new images swiftly and to reduce the initial delay of executing PhotoMesa.

However, there is a tradeoff when using the embedded EXIF thumbnails. The
thumbnails embedded in EXIF images are usually small and have low quality. Thus,
the overall image quality of thumbnails can be decreased. Due to this characteristic, I
made this feature as an option. When users choose to use EXIF thumbnails,
PhotoMesa can skip the thumbnail generation process and reduce the initial delay. If
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users decide not to use EXIF thumbnails, PhotoMesa creates and uses high quality
thumbnails.

 Preview
With the WIMP style interfaces such as ACDSee [1] and Microsoft Windows
Explorer, users are required to keep clicking (or opening) folders until they find
search targets. Before opening a folder, the folder name is the only clue that users can
have. Unless images are well organized inside folders, users have to look up many
folders repeatedly.

Figure 3.3 Previewing an image under the mouse cursor
On the other hand, PhotoMesa shows all images at once on the screen grouped by
their directory and allows users to do a visual search instantly. However, there are
tradeoffs. Since all the images are shown on one screen, there are too many
thumbnails on the screen. In addition, the thumbnails are usually small and often tiny.
To help users with these problems, PhotoMesa provides a preview, an enlarged
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thumbnail under the mouse cursor as shown in Figure 3.3. I implemented two more
options for the PhotoMesa preview in addition to delayed preview that was included
in the initial version of PhotoMesa.

1) Immediate preview

The preview follows the user’s mouse cursor. Since users are usually gazing at the
mouse cursor, the visual distance to the preview is very short. It enables users to
identify images underneath the mouse easily as they hover mouse on thumbnails.
PhotoMesa uses immediate preview as its default preview option.

2) Tooltip preview

Once the mouse moves over an image, the preview is attached under the image. It
stays there until the mouse cursor moves out of the image. This type of preview is
widely known as “tool tip” for GUI components.

3) Delayed preview

The preview is shown only when there is no user’s activity. With the immediate
preview and tooltip preview, a preview image can obscure other thumbnails behind.
When users are actively navigating with the mouse and keyboard, previewing is
refrained. When the user stops to move the mouse or to type, a preview of the
image under the mouse cursor is shown over the thumbnail.

While I was performing a related user study (see Chapter 4), I observed that preview
was very useful especially combined with zoomable interface techniques. Users were
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able to identify images under the cursor very easily as they were hovering the mouse.
I found that the immediate preview technique is more useful than other preview
techniques especially when thumbnails are small on the screen. Often, users were able
to get sufficient information about images without zooming in.

3.4 ZPhotoMesa Component
The initial version of PhotoMesa focused on browsing personal photos on disk and it
had very limited extensibility. I have defined a set of software interfaces to apply the
PhotoMesa style interface to general image retrieval environments. I redesigned
PhotoMesa to be an open software component so that other applications can embed it
easily.

3.4.1 ZPhotoMesa Component Interface
ZPhotoMesa is named after general Jazz [7] components by using the Jazz naming
convention that a component name begins with the capital letter Z. As its name
implies, the PhotoMesa component, ZPhotoMesa can be treated as other Jazz
components. It can be embedded in a scene graph structure and represented in
zoomable spaces just like other Jazz component can be. Figure 3.4 shows an example
of how ZPhotoMesa can be added into a JPanel.
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public class PhotoMesaPanel extends JPanel {

ZCanvas canvas;
ZPhotoMesa photomesa;

public PhotoMesaPanel() {
// The canvas prepare a basic scene graph structure when created.
canvas = new ZCanvas();

// Create canvas

canvas.setNavEventHandlersActive(false);

// Create PhotoMesa Component under canvas
photomesa = new ZPhotoMesa(canvas);

// Enable PhotoMesa event handler
photomesa.setEventHandlersActive(true);

// Options for the PhotoMesa Component
photomesa.setThumbnailBase(null);
photomesa.setAllowDrop(false);
photomesa.setImageBorderWidth(0);
photomesa.setShowProgress(true);
photomesa.setConstantAnimationSpeed(500);

// Event handler can be added to capture events
// from the inside of PhotoMesa component
photomesa.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
if(e.getID() == ZPhotoMesa.ACTION_IMAGE_ON_FOCUS) {
ImageItem imageItem = (ImageItem)e.getSource();
}
}
});

this.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
this.add(canvas, "Center");

// Add PhotoMesa canvas to JPanel

}
}

Figure 3.4 Adding ZPhotoMesa component inside a Java JPanel.
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In Figure 3.4, ZCanvas is a basic Jazz component. It is a simple Swing component
onto which other Jazz objects can be rendered. It also defines a default Jazz scene
graph structure consisting of a root, a camera, and one node. Once a canvas is created,
ZPhotoMesa can be added as one of its children. As shown in the example, creating
and adding a ZPhotoMesa component is achieved essentially in one line, photomesa =
new ZPhotoMesa(canvas);.

When ZPhotoMesa is newly created, it does not have any information about images
and, thus, it draws nothing on the screen. PhotoMesaData is another data structure
which defines where ZPhotoMesa should look for images.

public class PhotoMesaData {
public Vector getRegions();
public void sort();
public ImageItem copyImageItem(ImageItem src, Region region) throws Exception;
public ImageItem linkImageItem(ImageItem src, Region region) throws Exception;

public ImageItem add(Region region, ImageItem imageItem) throws Exception;
public void rename(ImageItem imageItem, String newName) throws Exception;
public void remove(ImageItem imageItem) throws Exception;

public void addRegion(Region region) throws Exception;
public void renameRegion(Region region, String newName) throws Exception;

public Dimension getPreferredDimension() throws Exception;
}

Figure 3.5 PhotoMesaData is a data type to hold information of images. It can be
independently prepared without any restriction. PhotoMesa scene graph is built
based on this information.
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As shown in Figure 3.5, PhotoMesaData is used to store a list of images to be fetched
by ZPhotoMesa. This data is totally independent from drawing. It only defines the
way that images can be handled such as copy, link, add, and remove. Therefore, by
using custom PhotoMesaData, ZPhotoMesa can be easily extended to load images
from various sources such as local hard disk, web server, or database.

Applications which embed ZPhotoMesa should implement appropriate methods of
PhotoMesaData, which can be achieved by creating a new class extending
PhotoMesaData. The core method of PhotoMesaData is getRegions() which must be
implemented for every subclass. Based on the return value of the getRegions()
method, a ZPhotoMesa components builds a corresponding internal scene graph
structure. Other methods in PhotoMesaData support supplementary actions such as
add, remove, and link images. These non-core methods are required to be defined if
not needed. For example, when there is no dynamic addition or removal of images,
add() and remove() are never invoked. According to the interaction strategies of
applications, only part of PhotoMesaData methods can be implemented.

Once ZPhotoMesa and PhotoMesaData are ready, loading is quite simple. Figure 3.6
shows an example procedure that links ZPhotoMesa with PhotoMesaData. In Figure
3.6, SimplePhotoMesaData is defined as an example subclass of PhotoMesaData.
After creating regions by using createRegion() method, SimplePhotoMesaData adds a
set of images by using addImage() method. The linkage is achieved by one simple
line of code, photomesa.layout(data);.
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ZPhotoMesa photomesa = Somewhere.getZPhotoMesa();
PhotoMesaData data = new SimplePhotoMesaData();

// Adding a new region “Frog”
Region region = data.createRegion("Frog");
data.addImage(region,
new URL("file://c:\\queryKidsImages\\umich\\brown bat.jpg"));
data.addImage(region,
new URL("file://c:\\queryKidsImages\\umich\\green frog.jpg"));
data.addImage(region,
new URL("file://c:\\queryKidsImages\\umich\\wood frog.jpg"));
data.addImage(region,
new URL("file://c:\\queryKidsImages\\umich\\wood frog3.jpg"));

// Adding a new region “Fish”
region = data.createRegion("Fish");
data.addImage(region,
new URL("file://c:\\queryKidsImages\\fish\\aba aba.jpg"));
data.addImage(region,
new URL("file://c:\\queryKidsImages\\fish\\protopterus.jpg"));

// Clear the PhotoMesa screen
photomesa.clear(true);

// Add the prepared regions on the screen
photomesa.layout(data);

Figure 3.6 An example of linking a ZPhotoMesa component with a
PhotoMesaData

object.

A

statement,

photomesa.layout(data);

enables

ZPhotoMesa to build a scene graph by using information stored in
PhotoMesaData and to show the images on the screen.
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3.5 Integration with Other Applications
As explained in the previous section, PhotoMesa is redesigned to be a pluggable
software component. In this section, I explain a couple of notable applications which
embed PhotoMesa in their image navigation interfaces.

3.5.1 International Children’s Digital Library (ICDL)
The International Children's Digital Library (ICDL) is a research project to develop
innovative software and a collection of books that specifically address the needs of
children

as

readers

[19][32][57]

and

is

currently

deployed

at

http://www.icdlbooks.org. The primary goal of the research project is to provide
access to literature that can enable children to understand the world around them and
the global society. With participants from around the world, the ICDL is building an
international collection that reflects both the diversity and quality of children's
literature. Currently, the collection includes over 500 books in 27 languages.

Figure 3.7 International Children’s Digital Library (ICDL) query interface.
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Figure 3.7 shows how a PhotoMesa component is embed in the ICDL search interface.
When users click a search category denoted by the red rectangle in the left figure,
ICDL interface shows sub level categories on the main window (the center window of
the right figure). When user clicks a leaf category, the chosen category is moved over
the green caterpillar on the top (the first red circle in the right figure) and matching
books begin to be loaded in the small PhotoMesa component (the second red circle in
the right figure). Users can add/remove query conditions by clicking categories or
caterpillar (Figure 3.7). Each added categories will be used to filter out books
conjunctively. For example, adding “Spanish” under the language category will limit
the result to books written in Spanish. This conjunctive Boolean filtering is known to
be effective to younger audiences according to [57].

When users click the PhotoMesa component, it is zoomed in and provides a full view
of book covers as in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8 PhotoMesa is embedded as an image browser inside ICDL.
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The area inside the red circle in Figure 3.8 is embedded PhotoMesa. The same
navigation strategy is used in the ICDL. Users can click the left mouse button to
zoom in and the right mouse button (or press the ‘Enter’ key) to zoom out. A
highlight rectangle that follows the cursor represents the area that users can zoom
into. When users click the left button, the area denoted by the rectangle will be
zoomed and fit into the whole screen. According to pilot studies, children at early
ages can use the interface without big problems.

Figure 3.9 ICDL book reading interface. The example shows the Comic Strip
reader out of three readers.

A book reader is shown on the screen (Figure 3.9) after users pick a book in the
PhotoMesa component by selecting one book cover. In ICDL, three different book
readers are provided for reading the content. Figure 3.9 shows one of the readers, the
Comic Strip reader in which all the pages in a book are arranged on 2D grid. Users
can use arrow keys or mouse to jump to any page that they want to see. This reader is
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motivated by PhotoMesa. It follows the design ideas originated from PhotoMesa such
as zoomable interface and multi-level thumbnails.

3.5.2 Maryland Interactive System for Image Searching
The department of art history and archaeology in the University of Maryland keeps a
collection of approximately 300,000 slides, more than 10,000 digitized images, and
several hundred archaeological artifacts. As the collection is used primarily by faculty
and graduate students in the department, its content reflects the curriculum of the
department. It is maintained also as a resource for the college of arts and humanities
and is available to the entire university community.

Figure 3.10 ISIS (Interactive System for Image Searching) interface. Search
results are shown inside a long html page. Users have to scroll up and down to
examine images in the results.
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The department is actively digitizing the slides and has built a web-based image
browsing prototype system called ISIS (Interactive System for Image Searching) [48]
as shown in Figure 3.10. ISIS accepts keywords from users and returns matching
images. However, the current prototype has some crucial interface issues.

First, search results are shown in web pages. This strategy has some obvious benefits.
Users can use any web browser for querying images without installing any special
software and the system can be accessed anywhere through the Internet. However, the
web-based interface can show only about 5 images per page and users have to scroll
up and down to examine the results.

Secondly, there is no notion of grouping in the result. Grouping the result can help
users find the right information quickly; especially when users have no idea about
what the result might be [13]. Grouping the results helps users filter out unwanted
groups and focus on the relevant images.

Thirdly, comparison between images is not directly supported. Users have to
remember what they want to compare and need to control scrollbar to locate them.
ISIS interface sometimes returns more than 500 rows of information. Users have to
scroll up and down to compare images, which is typically ineffective.

I began to address these issues by interviewing a group of art historians who are the
intended users for the system. As a result, I identified a number of requirements for
an art history image retrieval system. They are listed as follows:
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 Fast preview
The size of ISIS search results is often large. For example, there are more than 700
images coming up when searching with keyword “renaissance”. Users must be able
to review the result and filter out unwanted images efficiently. Fast preview is
crucial for this task. Users should be provided with the fast visual summary of
search results.

 Grouping related images
When using ISIS, typical tasks include choosing images from a set of related
images. Therefore, an image retrieval system is required to present search results in
meaningful groups. But, the way of forming group is not fixed for every search.
For example, users want to group images by artist, by century, or by medium etc.

 Rapid Filtering (Query refinement)
The number of result images from the system is typically large and a search
interface should allow users to filter out unwanted image efficiently. In many
cases, this filtering is repeated as the user adds more conditions.

Some of the above requirements can be satisfied with the direct application of
PhotoMesa techniques. PhotoMesa is capable of showing a large set of images
aligned in groups and helping users recognize the characteristics of each group;
hovering the mouse over images will popup a preview of them.
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Motivated by this potential, I designed and implemented PhotoMesa ISIS to support
the art history image collection. (Figure 3.11)

Figure 3.11 PhotoMesa ISIS. This figure shows an example of dynamic query
preview. As a user types in a keyword, images that have matching metadata are
highlighted so that users can easily identify patterns in results.

PhotoMesa ISIS embeds PhotoMesa as its core components as in Figure 3.11. The
main window in the center is PhotoMesa canvas where search results are displayed.
In addition to the basic navigation functions that PhotoMesa can provide, I also added
a number of interface techniques to support art historians to specify sophisticated
search conditions. The new techniques of PhotoMesa ISIS are as follows.
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 Time slider

Figure 3.12 Double slider for specifying time conditions

The double slider, which is added on the top of the screen, allows users to specify
time conditions. Users can slide each knob to choose a time period in which artifacts
were created. As in Figure 3.12, the yellow region between the knobs represents a
time period that a user selects.

 Search by keyword and dynamic preview

Figure 3.13 PhotoMesa ISIS search options

Figure 3.13 shows a text box with search options. Users can narrow down the search
range by limiting the search category. For example, typing a keyword, “impression”
in “Period” category will show only images that contain that string in the period field.

As a user is typing in a keyword, images on the screen that match the search
condition are highlighted automatically with blue thick borders. For example, as a
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user types “oil”, all the image that contains “oil” in their metadata are highlighted as
show in Figure 3.11. This dynamic preview is especially useful when users want to
find patterns in the search results.

The keyword field also can be used when images are queried from database. When
users click the “Submit” button on the top of the screen (Figure 3.11), specified search
conditions are used to retrieve images from the database.

 Dynamic Grouping
As specified earlier, grouping is a crucial function for showing related images.
PhotoMesa ISIS provides six categories under which images can be grouped as
shown in Figure 3.14. The search results are displayed on the screen grouped by the
chosen category (Figure 3.11). These categories are determined by domain experts
(art historians), and chosen from metadata within the ISIS database.

Figure 3.14 Grouping and Searching options

Once the search results are retrieved, PhotoMesa ISIS allows users to regroup them
dynamically on the screen. When users want to group the search results by a different
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category, they can select one in “Group-By” category as in Figure 3.14. PhotoMesa
ISIS immediately regroups them.

Figure 3.15 Dynamic Grouping.

Figure 3.15 shows an example of regrouping. In the left figure, the search results are
grouped and ordered by “Century”. When a user selects “Object Type” in the combo
box (Figure 3.14), images on the screen are regrouped by their object type (denoting
types of artifacts such as oil painting, porcelain, building, etc.). This feature allows
users to freely group images the way they want it.

Dynamic grouping can be especially useful when combined with dynamic preview. In
the left figure of Figure 3.15, some images are highlighted by using dynamic preview.
The images matching with a keyword, “ceramics” are highlighted. In this case, the
highlighted images are scattered on the screen as shown in the left image. As a user
regroups the result by “Object Type”, all the matching images become clustered into
a single group and users are allowed to browse them much efficiently (the right figure
of Figure 3.15).
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3.6 Web Deployment and Other Applications
PhotoMesa is designed to be easily extensible and portable. Since PhotoMesa is
entirely written in Java, it can be ported to be run in web browsers. Figure 3.16
exemplifies the application of the PhotoMesa applet running in Microsoft Internet
Explorer.

Figure 3.16 PhotoMesa can be run in a web browser

This ability opens various adaptation possibilities. It can be used as a front-end
interface of image retrieval systems over the web. For example, search results of
images.google.com [29] could be visualized using PhotoMesa. Since more and more
information is available on the web, this ability can contribute to make the web more
usable.
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PhotoMesa can be easily adapted into other types of image browsing environments.
As an example, the software architecture developed in PhotoMesa was applied to
implement a virtual microscope. A virtual microscope enables users to explore hugesized samples in a manner that is similar to real-life microscopes. With a simple
modification – removing space between images on the screen, PhotoMesa can show
one big image as a mosaic of smaller pieces of images. Figure 3.17 shows a running
example of a virtual microscope, which can be used to handle big image files
(>20MB) without loading them at once.

Figure 3.17 PhotoMesa is adapted to build a virtual microscope.
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3.6 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, I present my work on a zoomable image browser, PhotoMesa.
Zoomable image browsing was introduced by Bederson [4]. He applied zoomable
interface techniques into an image browsing environment as a solution to increase the
browsability of image retrieval systems. As preliminary work, I enhanced PhotoMesa
and applied zoomable image browsing techniques to several image retrieval systems
such as ICDL and ISIS.

While PhotoMesa focuses on user interfaces for efficient browsing, there are also
critical performance issues. I apply a number of techniques to enable PhotoMesa to
show thousands of images on the screen with reasonable performance.

In addition, I define a set of programming interfaces so that other applications can
embed PhotoMesa as their software component. I also demonstrate that PhotoMesa
can be run in a commercial web browser and it can be easily extended into other type
of applications such as a virtual microscope.

The experience gained in this preliminary research becomes a valuable starting point
for the series of research in this dissertation.
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Chapter 4
Automatic Thumbnail Cropping9
What we see depends mainly on what we look for. – John Lubbock

Thumbnails, miniature versions of original images, are widely used as abstract forms
of original images. Combined with zoomable user interfaces, thumbnails provide
seamless integration with original images. They are intuitive and easy to use.
Thumbnails enable users to quickly scan large numbers of images on the screen in
zoomed out views.

Recognizing the objects in an image is important in many retrieval tasks, but
thumbnails generated by shrinking the original image often render objects illegible.
We studied the ability of computer vision systems to detect key components of
images so that intelligent cropping, prior to shrinking, can render objects more
recognizable. We evaluate automatic cropping techniques 1) based on a method that
detects salient portions of general images, and 2) based on automatic face detection.
Our user study shows that these methods result in small thumbnails that are
substantially more recognizable and easier to find in the context of visual search. This
research has been collaborated with fellow graduate student Haibin Ling, and
professors Dr. Benjamin B. Bederson and Dr. David Jacobs.

9

This research was published in the proceedings of UIST 2003 conference [66] and received the best

student paper award.
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4.1 Saliency and Thumbnails
Many image browsers generate thumbnails by shrinking the original image.
[1][2][42] This method is simple. However, thumbnails generated this way can be
difficult to recognize, especially when the thumbnails are very small. This
phenomenon is not unexpected, since shrinking an image causes detailed information
to be lost. An intuitive solution is to keep the more informative part of the image and
cut less informative regions before shrinking. Our first method is a general cropping
method based on the saliency map of Itti and Koch which uses a model of human
visual attention [34][35]. A saliency map of a given image describes the importance
of each position in the image. In our method, we use the saliency map directly as an
indication of how much information each position in images contains. The merit of
this method is that the saliency map is built up from low-level features only, so it can
be applied to any image. We then select the portion of the image of maximal
informativeness.

Figure 4.1: An example saliency map
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4.2 Saliency Based Thumbnail Cropping10
We define the thumbnail cropping problem as follows: Given an image I, the goal of
thumbnail cropping is to find a rectangle RC, containing a subset of the image IC so
that the main objects in the image are visible in the subimage. We then shrink IC to a
thumbnail..

Figure 4.2: A cropped image from the previous example (Figure 4.1) and
thumbnails from the original image and the cropped image

4.2.1 Find Cropping Rectangle with Fixed Threshold using Brute
Force Algorithm
We use Itti and Koch’s saliency algorithm because their method is based on low-level
features and hence independent of semantic information in images.

Once the saliency map SI is ready, our goal is to find the crop rectangle RC that is
expected to contain the most informative part of the image. Since the saliency map is
used as the criteria of importance, the sum of saliency within RC should contain most
of the saliency value in SI. Based on this idea, we can find RC as the smallest

10

Haibin Ling and Dr. David Jacobs originally introduced this research.
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rectangle containing a fixed fraction of saliency. To illustrate this formally, we define
candidates set

ℜ (λ )

for RC and the fraction threshold λ as



S I ( x, y )
∑
 ( x , y )∈r

ℜ (λ ) = r :
> λ
S I ( x, y )
∑
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x
,
y
)


Then RC is given by

RC = arg min ( area ( r ))
r∈ℜ ( λ )

RC denotes the minimum rectangle that satisfies the threshold defined above. A brute
force algorithm was developed to compute RC.

4.2.2 Find Cropping Rectangle with Fixed Threshold using Greedy
Algorithm
The brute force method works, however, it is not time efficient. Two main factors
slow down the computation. First, the algorithm to compute the saliency map
involves several series of iterations. Some of the iterations involve convolutions using
very large filter templates (on the order of the size of the saliency map). These
convolutions make the computation very time consuming.

Second, the brute force algorithm basically searches all sub-rectangles exhaustively.
While techniques exist to speed up this exhaustive search, it still takes a lot of time.
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We found that we can achieve results that are nearly as good much more efficiently
by: 1) squaring the saliency to enhance it; 2) using a greedy search instead of brute
force method by only considering rectangles that include the peaks of the saliency.

Rectangle GREEDY_CROPPING (S,
thresholdSum 

λ

λ)

* Total saliency value in S

RC  the center of S
currentSaliencySum  saliency value of RC
WHILE currentSaliencySum < thresholdSum DO
P  Maximum saliency point outside RC
R’  Small rectangle centered at P
RC  UNION(RC, R’)
UPDATE currentSaliencySum with new region RC
ENDWHILE
RETURN RC

Figure 4.3: Greedy Cropping algorithm

Figure 4.3 shows the algorithm GREEDY_CROPPING to find the cropping rectangle
with fixed saliency threshold λ . The greedy algorithm calculates RC by incrementally
including the next most salient peak point P. Also, when including a salient point P in
RC, we compute the union of RC with a small rectangle centered at P. This is because
if P is within the foreground object, it is expected that a small region surrounding P
would also contain the object. When we initialize RC we assume that the center of the
input saliency map always falls in RC. This is reasonable, since even when the most
salient part does not contain the center (this rarely happens), it will not create much
harm to our purpose of thumbnail generation. With this assumption, we initialize RC
to contain the center of the input saliency map.
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Suppose we are finding a cropping rectangle inside an image of n x n dimension (n2
pixels). With the brute force algorithm, we need to evaluate all possible subrectangles. Therefore, it requires O(n4) time11.
However, with the greedy cropping algorithm, it takes only O(n2logn) time. First, sort
the pixels in an image by order of saliency values ( O(n2logn) ). Once the pixels are
sorted, each pixels is processed just once ( O(n2) ) if a smart data structure is utilized.
Therefore, the total processing time is bounded by the sorting time O(n2logn).

4.2.3 Find Cropping Rectangle with Dynamic Threshold
Experience shows that the most effective threshold varies from image to image. We
therefore have developed a method for adaptively determining the threshold λ .
Intuitively, we want to choose a threshold at a point of diminishing returns, where
adding small amounts of additional saliency requires a large increase in the rectangle.
We use an area-threshold graph to visualize this. The X axis indicates the threshold
(fraction of saliency) while the Y axis shows the normalized area of the cropping
rectangle as the result of the greedy algorithm mentioned above. Here the normalized
area has a value between 0 and 1. The solid curve in Figure 4.4 gives an example of
an area-threshold graph.

A natural solution is to use the threshold with maximum gradient in the areathreshold graph. We approximate this using a binary search method to find the
11

Each sub-rectangle can be decided by two points, upper left corner and lower right corner. Therefore,

n2 
4
its computing complexity is equal to choosing two points out of n points, which is   = O ( n )
2
 
2
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threshold in three steps: First, we calculate the area-threshold graph for the given
image. Second, we use a binary search method to find the threshold where the graph
goes up quickly. Third, the threshold is tuned back to the position where a local
maximum gradient exists. The dotted lines in Figure 4.4 demonstrate the process of
finding the threshold for the image given in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.4: The solid line represents the area-threshold graph. The dotted lines
show the process of searching for the best threshold. The numbers indicate the
sequence of searching

4.3 Face Detection Based Thumbnail Cropping
Although the general saliency based method just described is useful, it does not
consider semantic information in images. If our goal is to make the objects of interest
in an image more recognizable, we can clearly do this more effectively when we are
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able to automatically detect the position of these objects. We show that semantic
information can be used to further improve thumbnail cropping, using automatic face
detection. We choose this domain because a great many pictures of interest show
human faces, and also because face detection methods have begun to achieve high
accuracy and efficiency [73].

C
A

D

E

B

Figure 4.5 Left: An example face detection cropping. Original image (A) and
face detection result (B). Right: Comparing three types of thumbnails. Plain
shrinking (D), saliency based cropped thumbnail (E), and face-detection based
cropped thumbnail (F).

For human image thumbnails, we claim that recognizability will increase if we crop
the image to contain only the face region. Based on this claim, we designed a
thumbnail cropping approach based on face detection. First, we identify faces by
applying CMU’s on-line face detection [21][60] to the given images. Then, the
cropping rectangle RC is computed as containing all the detected faces. After that, the
thumbnail is generated from the image cropped from the original image by RC.
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4.4 User Study Design
I ran a controlled empirical study to examine the effect of different thumbnail
generation methods on the ability of users to recognize objects in images. The
experiment is divided into two parts. First, I measured how recognition rates change
depending on thumbnail size and thumbnail generation techniques. Participants were
asked to recognize objects in small thumbnails (Recognition Task). Second, I
measured how the thumbnail generation technique affects search performance (Visual
Search Task). Participants were asked to find images that match given descriptions.

The recognition tasks were designed to measure the successful recognition rate of
thumbnail images on three conditions, image set, thumbnail technique, and thumbnail
size. The recognition correctness was measured as a dependent variable.

The visual search task conditions were designed to measure the effectiveness of
image search with thumbnails generated with different techniques. The experiment
employed a 3x3 within-subjects factorial design, with image set and thumbnail
technique as independent variables. I measured search time as a dependant variable.
But, since the face-detection clipping is not applicable to the Animal Set and the
Corbis Set, the visual search tasks were omitted with those conditions as in Table 4.1.
The total duration of the experiment for each participant was about 45 minutes.

4.4.1 Participants
There were 20 participants in this study (see Appendix A1 for user study material).
Participants were college or graduate students at the University of Maryland at
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College Park recruited on the campus. All participants were familiar with computers.
Before the tasks began, all participants were asked to pick ten familiar persons out of
fifteen candidates. Two participants had difficulty choosing them. Since the
participants must recognize the people whose images are used for identification, the
results from those two participants were excluded from the analysis.

4.4.2 Image Sets
Three image sets were used for the experiment. There were also filler images as
distracters to minimize the duplicate exposure of images in the visual search tasks.
There were 500 filler images and images were randomly chosen from this set as
needed. These images were carefully chosen so that none of them were similar to
images in the three test image sets.

Thumbnail Technique

Image Set
Animal Set

Corbis Set

Face Set

Plain shrunken thumbnail

√

√

√

Saliency based cropping

√

√

√

Face detection based cropping

X

X

√

Table 4.1 Design condition. 3X3 within subject factorial design. Two conditions
were omitted because they are not applicable.

 Animal Set (AS)
The “Animal Set” includes images of ten different animals and there are five images
per animal. All images were gathered from various sources of the Web. The reason I
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chose animals as the target image was to test recognition and visual search
performance of familiar objects. The basic criteria of choosing animals were 1) that
the animals should be very familiar so that participants could recognize them without
prior learning; and 2) they should be easily distinguishable from each other. As an
example, donkeys and horses are too similar to each other. To prevent confusion, I
only used horses.

 Corbis Set (CS)
Corbis is a well known source for digital images and provides various types of
tailored digital photos [17]. Its images are professionally taken and manually cropped.
The goal of this set is to represent images already in the best possible shape. I
randomly selected 100 images out of 10,000 images. I used only 10 images as search
targets for visual search tasks to reduce the experimental errors. But during the
experiment, I found that one task was problematic because there were very similar
images in the fillers and sometimes participants picked unintended images as an
answer. Therefore, I discarded the result from the task. A total of five observations
were discarded due to this condition.

 Face Set (FS)
This set includes images of fifteen well known people who are either politicians or
entertainers. Five images per person were used for this experiment. All images were
gathered from the Web. I used this set to test the effectiveness of face detection based
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cropping technique and to see how the participants’ recognition rate varies with
different types of images.

Some images in this set contained more than one face. In this case, I cropped the
image so that the resulting image contains all the faces in the original image. Out of
75 images, multiple faces were detected in 25 images. I found that 13 of them
contained erratic detections. All erroneously detected faces were included in the
cropped thumbnail sets since I intended to test our cropping method with available
face detection techniques, which are not perfect.

4.4.3 Thumbnail Techniques
 Plain shrinking without cropping
The images were scaled down to smaller dimensions. Ten levels of thumbnails were
prepared from 32 to 68 pixels in the larger dimension. The thumbnail size was
increased by four pixels per level. But, for the Face Set images, I increased the
number of levels to twelve with a maximum dimension of 76 pixels because I found
that some faces are not identifiable even in a 68 pixel thumbnail.

 Saliency based cropping
By using the saliency based cropping algorithms described above, I cropped out the
background of the images. Then the cropped images were shrunken to ten sizes of
thumbnails. Table 4.2 shows how much area was cropped for each technique.
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Cropping Technique and Image Set

Saliency based cropping

Ratio

Variance

Corbis Set

61.3%

0.110

Animal Set

53.9%

0.127

Face Set

54.3%

0.128

All

57.6%

0.124

16.1%

0.120

Face detection based cropping (Face Set)

Table 4.2 Ratio of cropped to original image size

 Face detection based cropping
Faces were detected by CMU’s algorithm [21][60] as described above. If there were
multiple faces detected, I chose the bounding region that contains all detected faces.
Then twelve levels of thumbnails from 36 to 80 pixels were prepared for the
experiment.

4.4.4 Recognition Task
The Animal Set and the Face Set images were used to measure how accurately
participants could recognize objects in small thumbnails. First, users were asked to
identify animals in thumbnails. The thumbnails in this task were chosen randomly
from all levels of the Animal Set images. This task was repeated 50 times.

When the user clicked the “Next” button, a thumbnail was shown as in Figure 4.6 for
two seconds. Since I intended to measure pure recognizability of thumbnails, I limited
the time thumbnails were shown. According to a pilot user study, users tended to
guess answers even though they could not clearly identify objects in thumbnails when
they saw them for a long time. To discourage participants’ from guessing, the
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thumbnails were hidden after a short period of time (two seconds). For the same
reason, I introduced more animals in the answer list. Although only ten animals were
used in this experiment, 30 animals are listed as possible answers as seen in Figure
4.6, to limit the subject’s ability to guess identity based on crude cues. In this way,
participants were prevented from choosing similarly shaped animals by guess. For
example, when participants think that they saw a bird-ish animal, they would select
swan if it is the only avian animal. By having multiple birds in the candidate list,
those undesired behaviors could be prevented.

Figure 4.6 Recognition task interfaces. Participants were asked to click what
they saw or the "I'm not sure" button. Left: Face Set recognition interface,
Right: Animal Set recognition interface

After the Animal Set recognition task, users were asked to identify a person in the
same way. This Face Set recognition task was repeated 75 times. In this session, the
candidates were shown as portraits in addition to names as seen in Figure 4.6.
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4.4.5 Visual Search Task
For each testing condition in Table 4.1, participants were given two tasks. Thus, for
each visual search session, fourteen search tasks were assigned per participant. The
order of tasks was randomized to reduce learning effects.

As shown in Figure 4.7, participants were asked to find one image among 100
images. For the visual search task, it was important to provide equal search conditions
for each task and participant. To ensure fairness, I designed the search condition
carefully. I suppressed the duplicate occurrences of images and manipulated the
locations of the target images.

For the Animal Set search tasks, one target image was chosen randomly out of 50
Animal Set images. Then, 25 non-similar looking animal images were carefully
selected. After that they were mixed with 49 more images which were randomly
chosen from the filler set as distracters. For the Face Set and Corbis Set tasks, the task
image sets were prepared in the same way.

The tasks were given as verbal descriptions for the Animal Set and Corbis Set tasks.
For the Face Set tasks, a portrait of a target person was given as well as the person’s
name. The given portraits were separately chosen from an independent collection so
that they were not duplicated with images used for the tasks.
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Figure 4.7 Visual search task interface. Participant were asked to find an image
that matches a given task description. Users can zoom in, zoom out, and pan
freely until they find the right image.

I used a custom-made image browser based on PhotoMesa [4] as our visual search
interface. PhotoMesa provides a zooming environment for image navigation with a
simple set of control functions. Users click the left mouse button to zoom into a group
of images (as indicated by a red rectangle) to see the images in detail and click the
right mouse button to zoom out to see more images to overview. Panning is supported
either by mouse dragging or arrow keys. PhotoMesa can display a large number of
thumbnails in groups on the screen at the same time. Since this user study was
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intended to test pure visual search, all images were presented in a single cluster as in
Figure 4.7.

Participants were allowed to zoom in, zoom out and pan freely for navigation. When
users identify the target image, they were asked to zoom into the full scale of the
image and click the “Found it” button located on the upper left corner of the interface
to finish the task. Before the visual search session, they were given as much time as
they wanted until they found it comfortable to use the zoomable interface. Most
participants found it very easy to navigate and reported no problem with the
navigation during the session.

4.5 Recognition Task Result
Figure 4.8 shows the results from the recognition tasks. The horizontal axis represents
the size of thumbnails and the vertical axis denotes the recognition accuracy. Each
data point in the graph denotes the successful recognition rate of the thumbnails at
that level. As shown, the bigger the thumbnails are, the more accurately participants
recognize objects in the thumbnails. And this fits well with our intuition. But the
interesting point here is that the automatic cropping techniques perform significantly
better than the original thumbnails.
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Figure 4.8 Recognition Task Results. Dashed lines are interpolated from jagged
data points

There were clear correlations in the results. Participants recognized objects in bigger
thumbnails more accurately regardless of the thumbnail techniques. Therefore, Paired
T-test (two tailed) was used to analyze the results. The results are shown in Table 4.3.

The first graph shows the results from the “Animal Set” with two different thumbnail
techniques, no cropping and saliency based cropping. As shown in Figure 4.8, users
were able to recognize objects more accurately with saliency based cropped
thumbnails than with plain thumbnails with no cropping. One of the major reasons for
the difference can be attributed to the fact that the effective portion of images is
drawn relatively larger in saliency based cropped images. But, if the main object
region is cropped out, this would not be true. In this case, the users would see more
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non-core part of images and the recognition rate of the cropped thumbnails would be
less than that of plain thumbnails. The goal of this test is to measure if saliency based
cropping cut out the right part of images. Even when there were errors in cropping, I
included them in the user study test sets. As shown in Figure 4.8, the recognition test
result showed that participants recognized objects better with saliency based
thumbnails than plain thumbnails. Therefore, I can conclude that saliency based
cropping does not cut out the core part of images.

Condition
No cropping vs. Saliency based cropping on
Animal Set
No cropping vs. Saliency based cropping on Face
Set
No cropping vs. Face Detection based cropping on
Face Set
Saliency based cropping vs. Face detection based
cropping on Face Set
Animal Set vs. Face Set with no cropping
Animal Set vs. Face Set with saliency based
cropping

t-Value

P value

t(9) = 4.33

0.002

t(11) = 4.158

0.002

t(11) = 9.556

< 0.001

t(11) = 7.337

< 0.001

t(9) = 4.997

0.001

t(9) = 3.077

0.005

Table 4.3 Analysis results of Recognition Task (Paired T-Test). Every curve in
Figure 4.8 is significantly different from each other.

During the experiment, participants mentioned that the background sometimes helped
with recognition. For example, when they saw blue background, they immediately
suspected that the images would be about sea animals. Similarly, the camel was well
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identified in every thumbnail technique even in very small scale thumbnails because
the images have unique desert backgrounds (4 out of 5 images).

Since saliency based cropping cuts out large portion of background (42.4%), I
suspected that this might harm recognition. But the result shows that it is not true.
Users performed better with cropped images. Even when background was cut out,
users still could see some of background and they got enough help from the
information. It implies that the saliency based cropping is well balanced. The cropped
image shows main objects bigger while giving enough background information.

The second graph shows results similar to the first. The second graph represents the
results from the “Face Set” with three different types of thumbnail techniques, no
cropping, saliency based cropping, and face detection based cropping. As seen in the
graph, participants perform much better with face detection based thumbnails. It is
not surprising that users can identify a person more easily with images with bigger
faces.

Compared to the Animal Set result, the Face Set images are less accurately identified.
This is because humans have similar visual characteristics while animals have more
distinguishing features. In other words, animals can be identified with overall shapes
and colors but humans cannot be distinguished easily with those features. The main
feature that distinguishes humans is the face. The experimental results clearly show
that participants recognized persons better with face detection based thumbnails.
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However, the results also show that saliency cropped thumbnails is useful for
recognizing humans. I found that people in photos are usually included in saliency
based cropped images. The test results show that the saliency based cropping does
increase the recognition rate of identifying people in photos.

In this study, I used two types of image sets and three different thumbnail techniques.
To achieve a higher recognition rate, it is important to show major distinguishing
features. If well cropped, small sized thumbnail would be sufficient to represent the
whole image. Face detection based cropping shows benefits when this type of feature
extraction is possible. But, in a real image browsing task, it is not always possible to
know users’ searching intention. For the same image, users’ focus might be different
for browsing purposes. For example, users might want to find a person at some point,
but the next time, they would like to focus on costumes only. I believe that the
saliency based cropping technique can be applied in most cases when semantic object
detection is not available or users’ search behavior is not known.

In addition, the recognition rate is not the same for different types of images. It
implies that the minimum recognizable size should be different depending on image
types.

4.6 Visual Search Task Result
Figure 4.9 shows the result of the visual search tasks. Most participants were able to
finish the tasks within the 120 second timeout (15 timeouts out of 231 tasks) and also
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chose the desired answer (5 wrong answers out of 231 tasks). Wrong answers and
timed out tasks were excluded from the analysis.

A two way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the search time for two
conditions, thumbnail technique and image sets. As shown, participants found the
answer images faster with cropped thumbnails. Overall, there was a strong difference
for visual search performance depending to thumbnail techniques, F(2, 219) = 5.58, p
= 0.004.

Since I did not look at face detection cropping for the Animal Set and the Corbis Set,
another analysis was performed with the two thumbnail techniques (plain thumbnail,
saliency based cropped thumbnail) to see if the saliency based algorithm is better. The
result shows a significant improvement on visual search with saliency based
cropping, F(1, 190) = 3.823, p = 0.05. I therefore believe that the proposed saliency
based cropping algorithm make a significant contribution to visual search.
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Figure 4.9 Visual search task results.

Condition

F value

P value

Thumbnail techniques on three sets

F(2, 219) = 5.58

0.004

Thumbnail techniques on Face Set

F(2, 87) = 4.56

0.013

F(1, 190) = 3.82

0.052

F(2, 219) = 2.44

0.089

No cropping vs. Saliency based thumbnail
on three image sets
Three image sets regardless of thumbnail
techniques

Table 4.4 List of ANOVA results from the visual search task

When the results from the Face Set alone were analyzed by one way ANOVA with
three thumbnail technique conditions, there also was a significant effect, F(2,
87)=4.56, p = 0.013. But for the Animal Set and the Corbis Set, there was only a
borderline significant effect over different techniques. I think that this is due to the
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small number of observations. I believe those results would also be significant if there
were more participants because there was a clear trend showing an improvement of
18% on the Animal Set and 24% on the Corbis Set. Lack of significance can also be
attributed to the fact that the search task itself has large variances by its nature. I
found that the location of a search target affects the visual search performance. Users
begin to look for images from anywhere in the image space (Figure 4.7). Participants
scanned the image space from the upper-left corner, from the lower-right corner, or
sometimes randomly. If the search target image is located in the initial position of
users’ attention, it would be found much earlier. Since I could not control users’
behavior, I randomized the location of the search target images. But as a result, there
was large variance.

Before the experiment, I was afraid that the cropped thumbnails of the Corbis Set
images would affect the search result negatively since the images in the Corbis Set
are already in good shape – professionally taken and manually cropped - and I was
concerned that cutting off their background would harm participants’ visual search.
But according to our result, saliency based cropped thumbnails does not harm users’
visual search. Rather, it showed a tendency to increase participants’ search
performance. I think that this is because saliency based cropping algorithm cut the
right amount of information without removing core information in the images. At
least, I can conclude that it did not make visual search worse to use the cropped
thumbnails.
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Another interesting thing I found is that the visual search task with the Animal Set
tends to take less time than with the Corbis Set and the Face Set, F(2, 219) = 2.44, p =
0.089. This might be because the given Corbis Set and Face Set tasks were harder
than the Animal Set. But, there was another interesting factor. During the experiment,
when he found the answer image after a while, one participant said that “Oh… This is
not what I expected. I expected blue background when I’m supposed to find an
airplane.” During the experiment sessions, it was observed that the participant passed
over the correct answer image during the search even though he saw the image at
reasonably big scale. Since the Animal Set and the Corbis Set tasks were given as
verbal descriptions, users did not have any information about what the search target
images would be like. I think that this verbal description was one of the factors in
performance differences between image sets because it was observed that animals are
easier to find by guessing background than other image sets.

4.7 Summary and Discussion
We developed and evaluated two automatic thumbnail generating methods. A general
thumbnail cropping method based on a saliency model finds the informative portion
of images and cuts out the non-core periphery. Thumbnail images generated from the
cropped part of images increases users’ recognition and helps users in visual search.
This technique is general and can be used without any prior assumption about images
since it uses only low level features. Furthermore, the technique is safe to be used for
pre-cropped images because it reduces the over or under cropping of an image.
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When semantic information such as a face is available, the crop area can be
determined more effectively. The face detection based cropping technique
demonstrates how semantic information can be used to enhance thumbnail cropping.

I performed a user study that shows strong empirical evidence supporting our
hypotheses. I assumed that the more salient a portion of image, the more informative
it is. I also presumed that using more recognizable thumbnails would increase visual
search performance.

During the experiment, I found it interesting that users had a tendency to have mental
models about search targets. Some users develop a specific model about what a target
will look like by guessing its color and shape. It was observed that participants spent
more time searching when the actual search target was different from what they had
in mind, their mental model. Some participants even skipped the correct search target
when their model and the actual target did not match. The same thing happened when
participants were unable to guess because of the ambiguity of the given tasks. It is
known that humans have an “attentional control setting” – a mental setting about
what they are (and are not) looking for while performing a given task. Interestingly, it
is also known that humans have difficulty in switching their attentional control setting
instantaneously [24]. This theory explains my observation. I think that this
phenomenon should be regarded in designing image browsing interfaces especially in
situations where users need to skim a large number of images or when users are
required to visually search information such as in [67].
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It was also observed that participants used various visual search strategies. Some
participants searched images from the upper left corner and scanned images
horizontally while some others begun to search from the bottom right corner and
scanned images vertically. Some of them did not seem to have any search pattern at
all and their eyes randomly traversed the image space. On the other hand, with scroll
bar interfaces, most users tend to scan images from left to right and from up to down
just like they read a book.

The saliency based thumbnail cropping is based on the idea that the saliency is a
measure for the informativeness. I think this idea can be applied to other domains. For
example, sometimes it is useful to identify which part of web pages tends to attract
humans’ attention. Or it can be extended to recognize which parts of video clips have
more information. I hope future research will extend this research for other domains.

One practical concern in promoting the use of the automatic thumbnail cropping is its
performance. Since the thumbnail cropping algorithm is written in Matlab, it is very
slow and not practical in a real world setting. The reimplementation of the algorithm
in more efficient environments such as C/C++ will speed up the thumbnail generation
significantly. Performance issues did not effect these studies since all cropping was
performed offline.

Currently, the cropping algorithm does not involve users in deciding its cropping
regions. I think that interactive image cropping is another good example of automatic
recognition systems might help users. The automatic cropping can provide users with
a firsthand suggestion and let users confirm what an automatic system provides.
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Chapter 5
Semi-Automatic Photo Annotation

Premature optimization is the root of all evil. – Donald Knuth

It is better to have enough ideas for some of them to be wrong, than to be always right
by having no ideas at all. – Edward de Bono

Thus far, I have described work done to navigate and browse images on the screen.
Along with browsing, searching is another important axis of information retrieval.
Especially when users have to deal with a huge volume of information, search is a
very useful technique for locating information efficiently. However, searching usually
requires information to be pre-indexed. As explained in the earlier chapters, metadata
associated with images is hard to be obtained for many reasons. In this chapter, I
detail the problems with metadata acquisition. I, then, explain the concept of semiautomatic annotation and how this approach can benefit acquiring metadata
associated with photographs.
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5.1 Metadata and Annotation
5.1.1 Metadata Acquisition
Annotation is defined as a process which involves labeling the semantic content of
images (or objects in images) with a set of keywords or semantic information.
Annotated information is very important for image retrieval since it allows keywordbased search. There has been much research to ease this annotation process.

File name, file size, EXIF [20] information such as shutter
From Devices
speed
Image Analysis
From Context
Manual

Low level visual features such as texture, color, blobs
Captions, surrounding text in a web page
Accurate, relevant annotation.

Annotation

Very slow and users don’t like to do manual annotation.

Table 5.1 Acquiring metadata associated with images

Some basic information can be directly obtained from images or image devices. File
names, file size, file date and EXIF information can be easily acquired. But, these
metadata does not have much value for users, especially for casual users who want to
manage their own personal photos. For example, an image file name “IMG_2345.jpg”
is not very useful.

There have been a number of research studies to extract useful metadata directly from
images. QBIC [23] tried to use image-based analysis techniques to extract metadata.
QBIC allows users to specify search conditions based on low level visual features
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such as color, texture, and so on. For example, users can issue queries such as “find
images which have red objects in the center”. However, the metadata extracted by
automatic feature extraction is not very relevant in many cases. For personal photos,
higher level information such as location, event, or person in photos would be more
relevant and interesting to users.

As an alternative way of obtaining metadata associated with images, some researchers
have used the context of images to improve understanding. Shen et al. [63] used the
textual context of web pages to extract descriptive information of images on the same
pages. This type of approach can be applied to images with captions or with preannotated keywords. But, this approach is not applicable for general images since it
assumes appropriate context. It may not work for images without further information.

While these automatic approaches can provide limited metadata, the automatically
obtained information inevitably involves recognition errors. The errors usually hinder
direct usage of the acquired metadata in image retrieval systems. Furthermore, even
though the acquired metadata is correct for general usage, it might not be useful to all
users. The obtained metadata may be too general to satisfy the need of every
individual user. Each user needs various types of metadata according to his/her own
interest. Furthermore, there are numerous cases where it is even impossible to
automatically obtain metadata without the intervention of humans. The inaccuracy
and irrelevancy are the fundamental problems with automatic recognition systems.

On the other hand, there is a manual approach where users can explicitly decide
which information should be added on a specific image. The actual users, as
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information consumers, can function as the most reliable source of accurate and
relevant metadata associated with images. But, it is well known that most users do not
want to spend much time creating and annotating metadata for images. Kang et al.
[39] developed a direct annotation method that focuses on labeling names of people
in photos. While it saves users typing work, users still have to perform drag and drop
many times. Manual annotation is usually labor intensive and tedious.

Semi-automatic annotation combines the two techniques, automatic metadata
extraction and manual annotation. The basic idea of semi-automatic annotation is to
add users’ feedback onto metadata that was automatically extracted. When the
metadata has reasonable accuracy; the amount of erratic information is less than that
of correct information, the correcting errors can be faster and easier than adding new
information. The goal of the strategy is to provide users with an efficient annotation
method and accurate search results.

5.1.2 Metadata for Personal Photos
Various types of metadata can be associated with images through either manual
annotation or automatic acquisition. The metadata can vary from low level features
such as colors and texture to high level abstract information such as captions and
keywords. Some researchers tried to identify common types of metadata that are
general enough so that they can useful for most users.

Rodden et al. [58] observed users’ behavior with their digital personal photographs
and found that there are specific types of metadata that the participants in their study
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commonly wanted to use to browse their personal photos. The participants wanted to
browse photos by event, rather than querying them based on more specific properties.
Along with event information, some users regarded location as another very
important type of information. However, in most cases, location information is tightly
coupled with event information. When personal photos are taken in a relatively short
period time, the photos usually tend to have the same event and location. For example,
an event, “camping trip on June 10th”, would be held on a single location. Thus, event
information and location information usually have strong association with each other
especially for person photo collections.

Rodden et al. [58] also found that the participants in their study were 1) automatically
sorting photos in chronological order; and 2) displaying a large number of thumbnails
at once. The first observation clearly emphasizes the importance of the chronological
order of photos.

People in photos are regarded as one of the most important pieces of information
because a great many pictures of interest show human faces many of which are
central objects in the images. It is not surprising that many image browsing
prototypes and products [2][39][42][62] include features of labeling persons with
metadata such as names. Rodden et al. [58] also hinted that robust face recognition
would help users to browse their personal photo collections.

It is obvious that tools for managing personal photos are required to support the above
three types of metadata, event, chronological order, and people in photos, as well as
other subjectively preferred types.
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5.2 Semi-Automatic Annotation
The semi-automatic strategy is to let users correct automatically extracted metadata
based on the hypothesis that such automatically extracted metadata will have errors
and that correcting those errors will be faster than completing manual annotation. The
semi-automatic strategy allows users to incrementally and interactively increase
metadata on photo collection.

The conceptual information flow of semi-automatic annotation is shown in Figure 5.1.

Photos ready to be
annotated

Automatic suggestion with
available knowledge

Semi-Automatic
Annotation
Interface

Search
Browse
Users

Automatic
Metadata
Extraction Manager

Annotate
Relevance feedback
(Fix errors)

Update knowledge

Figure 5.1 The information flow cycle of semi-automatic annotation

By its nature, automatic metadata extraction generates results compromised by
recognition errors. Initially, a semi-automatic annotation interface accepts the raw
results from the automatic metadata extraction manager. The user interface provides
users the opportunity to give feedback while browsing and searching. Users are
allowed to correct the errors in the extracted information. The users’ correction (or
relevance feedback) is used as an input for the automatic metadata extraction manager
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to increase its accuracy. Users’ annotations are also fed back into the automatic
extraction manager and used to generate more accurate metadata extraction. As users
keep using the system, the overall accuracy, as well as the quantity of metadata,
increases since more reliable metadata are added by the users.

Among the data flow in Figure 5.1, my research focuses on the interaction between
users and semi-automatic user interfaces.

5.3 Semi-Automatic Annotation Design Principles
While designing a semi-automatic annotation interface, I considered a number of
principles. In this section, I present some of principles that are focused on facilitating
efficient annotations as well as searching and browsing images.

 Bulk annotation
Bulk annotation, where multiple images are annotated with a single user action, can
accelerate users’ performance when adding metadata to images. Rather than
repeatedly selecting images and making annotations one by one, making annotations
on selected multiple images can speed up the annotation process. However, the speedup is achieved only when selecting multiple annotation targets is easy enough. If the
selection takes too long, there will be no benefit. A semi-automatic annotation
interface, therefore, should be carefully designed to allow users to choose multiple
images efficiently. For example, when images that share common or similar
information are located closely together on the screen, they can be a good candidate
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for bulk annotation. Items which are semantically close with each other are desired to
be laid out together to facilitate bulk annotation.

 Transparent interface
The relationship between automatic extraction and users’ relevance feedback
mechanism should be understood clearly. Koenemann and Belkin [40] observed that
users perform better when they understand underlying algorithms. They showed that
increasing the transparency of relevance feedback improves how effectively users
take advantage of it. An interface should provide clear information about how it
processes information. For example, MiAlbum [71] allows users to make decisions
on automatically extracted information by using thumbs up/down metaphor. [71]
reports that their feedback metaphor was not very clear to users and confused users
because of its lack of transparency.

 Users in control
Users should be in control at all times. Automatically extracted metadata should be a
suggestion to users. Users must have a freedom to make their own annotation as they
want to. A semi-automatic annotation interface should not block or interfere users’
manual overriding.

 Show context information
While showing alternatives is one nice feature for general user interfaces, it is
especially important

for

semi-automatic
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annotation

user

interfaces.

Since

automatically extracted metadata often contains errors, users have to be provided with
options to choose substitute information.

However, providing all the available information on the screen is not a good design
strategy either. A user interface should prioritize available information and provide
just the right number of alternatives.

 Incremental and interactive annotation
Users must not be forced to make annotations. An interface should allow users to
make annotations at any time. Users should be allowed to make annotations on
important and interesting images first and other images later when they feel like it.

5.4 Semi-Automatic Photo Annotation and Recognition
Interface (SAPHARI)
Based on the design principles in the previous section, I designed and implemented a
research prototype, SAPHARI (Semi-Automatic PHoto Annotation and Recognition
Interface) to help users manage their personal photo collections by using automatic
recognition systems.

SAPHARI is not only an annotation interface. It also allows users to browse and
search their photo collections. As shown in Figure 5.2, SAPHARI uses zoomable user
interface techniques that were applied to PhotoMesa (see Chapter 3). Users can
navigate a 2D zoomable image space with zooming and panning. Photographs are
also laid out on the screen by using the quantum strip treemap algorithm [4].
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However, while PhotoMesa depends on basic metadata such as directory, date, and
filename to form image groups, SAPHARI takes advantage of automatic recognition
algorithms. SAPHARI generates image clusters which facilitate efficient bulk
annotation. SAPHARI uses hierarchical event identification (see section 5.5) and
clothing based human recognition (see section 5.6) to cluster photos along with the
basic metadata. By using the acquired metadata, SAPHARI provides multiple views
for users’ photo collections. SAPHARI is capable of creating photo groups by event,
month, year, directory, and person. Those groups play very important role in assisting
users to make bulk annotations. For example, when users want to annotate event
information, providing photos grouped by event will be very useful because users can
easily choose multiple photos in the target event.

Users can start to use SAPHARI by choosing directories that they want to manage.
Once they choose folders, SAPHARI automatically searches all the image files in the
folders and stores the image information into a database. Users can choose the
“Grouping Tab” to load images in the database. SAPHARI provides “Fine” event
grouping, “Regular” event grouping, “People” grouping, month grouping, year
grouping, and directory grouping. It also allows users to form custom grouping. As
users select a tab in the “Grouping Tab”, SAPHARI immediately lays out photos
based on the selected grouping method. Users can make annotations by dragging a
label from “Metadata Pane” onto a photo or a group of photos.
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Grouping Tab

Photos can be grouped by
Metadata Pane

event, month, year,

Users can drag
labels onto a photo
or a group of photos

directory, and person.

Figure 5.2 SAPHARI (Semi-Automatic PHoto Annotation and Recognition
Interface)

SAPHARI does not require users to make annotations. As users browse and search
photos collections, they can make annotations whenever they want to. Also, users can
modify inaccurate suggestions that automatic recognition systems have made. Users’
amendments are fed back into SAPHARI and used to increase the accuracy of
automatic suggestions. In this way, SAPHARI enables users to make annotations
interactively and incrementally. The detailed design and implementation of
SAPHARI are discussed in the following sections.
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5.5 Event Identification
Time information plays an important role when classifying personal photos since they
usually have temporal locality [25]. In other words, when photos are close in time
with each other, they have a high probability of sharing common or similar
information. For example, photos that have been shot in one day would have a better
chance of sharing common information than photos taken several months apart. The
motivation of time-based event identification is based on the assumption that the
effort needed for annotation can be reduced dramatically because of temporal locality
in personal photo collection. Given the temporal locality, photos can be prepared in
groups according to their timestamps so that they can be bulk-annotated. Users can
make annotations on automatically prepared image groups rather than on a single
image one by one.

As stated earlier, "event" is one of the most important units for personal photo
organization. There has been a number of research to find meaningful event clusters
from image collections [16][25][42][56]. Time based event identification is
achievable due to the fact that personal photo collection is usually bursty or episodic
with respect to the temporal order of photos in it [25]. In most cases, casual users
don't take photos on a regular basis, such as one shot a day. When there are
interesting things and a user has a camera, he or she usually takes a relative large
number of photos in a short period of time. Then, there may be a relatively long pause
followed by another burst of activity. For example, when a user goes on a camping
trip, he/she would take a larger number of photos than he/she would take on usual
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workdays. Based on this characteristic, event boundaries are identified by detecting
relatively long pauses in the collection. When a temporal gap between timestamps of
ordered photos are significantly bigger than its neighbors, the gap is identified as an
event boundary (see Figure 5.6).

5.5.1 Event Hierarchy
In addition to burstiness, I found another interesting pattern in identified events in
person photo collections. Photos in personal collection tend to have a temporal
hierarchy. In other words, events can be defined in multiple ways with different
granularity as in Figure 5.3. For example, “Summer Camping Trip”, which spans
June 13th - 17th, can contain multiple subordinate event units such as “Hiking” on 14th,
“Canoeing” on 15th, and “Santa Cruz” on 16th. I found that users want to identify each
separate event, as well as “Camping Trip” as a whole (Figure 5.3). There are a
number of event identification techniques [16][56] which try to find a single level of
events. However, as seen in Figure 5.3, a single level event detection technique
cannot identify all the meaningful events in photo collections.
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Summer Camping Trip
June 13th – June 17th

Hiking
June 14th

Canoeing
June 15th

William’s Birthday
June 23rd

Santa Cruz
June 16th

Party in Kinder
3pm – 4pm

Family Dinner
7pm – 9pm

Chronological Order

Figure 5.3 An example event hierarchy. The units in the upper row represent
coarsely grouped events and the units in the lower row are tightly grouped
events.
Hierarchical event identification enables more flexible grouping. By changing the
granularity of event grouping, users are provided with coarsely grouped events as
well as tightly grouped events according to users’ grouping flavors.

5.5.2 Update Event Boundaries
Suppose that a user is about to add a number of photographs into his/her photo
collection. Then, the system needs to identify how these new images would fit in the
pre-identified events. In addition, users might want to redefine event boundaries that
have been automatically identified. This subsection details updating event boundaries.

Temporal information has implicit semantics of sequence. In other words, any given
moment in time can be located in a timeline and compared with other points in time.
This aspect implies that it is possible to pick neighbor events in an event hierarchy as
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in Figure 5.4. For example, as neighbors of the event “May 2nd - 3rd”, we can easily
identify two neighboring events, “April” and “May 12th-16th”.

The neighboring events are important because they have a high probability of sharing
common information with a given event. This feature is particularly useful because it
can be utilized to fix errors in event boundaries which have been automatically
identified.

When users find automatically identified events inappropriate, it might be because
either 1) that images in the cluster should have been included in one of the
neighboring groups or 2) the automatic algorithm creates event groups with
unsuitable granularity, which usually causes too coarse or too tight events.

Figure 5.4 explains an example how to locate an event (a group of photos) into an
event hierarchy. As in Figure 5.4, suppose that an event May 2nd - 3rd is identified
automatically. When users find that the automatically identified event is consistent
with users’ intention, users don’t have to do any additional manipulation. A new
temporal event “May 2nd - 3rd” is created and added into the event hierarchy as in the
case iii) in Figure 5.4.
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High level event

Spring 2004

May 2nd – 3rd

April
i)

iii)
nd

May 2 – 3

Birthday
Party

May 12th - 16th

Lower level
events

ii)
rd

Newly added
event

My Camping
Trip

Users’
annotations

Figure 5.4 An example event hierarchy. When a node “May 2nd~3rd” is to be
added into the hierarchy, it can be either i) merged into the previous period, ii)
merged into the next period, or iii) separated as an independent node.
However, users may well find that the identification of the event May 2nd - 3rd as an
independent event is inaccurate. In this case, users can intervene and fix the
inaccurately identified event. As stated above, neighboring events have a high
probability to share common information with the given event. In this example, the
event “May 2nd - 3rd” has a decent chance to share information with its neighbors,
“April” and “May 12th-16th“. In other words, the event “May 2nd - 3rd” can be merged
into one of its neighbors. In Figure 5.4, the photos from event May 2nd - 3rd can be
merged into either “Birthday Party” event (denoted as i) in Figure 5.4) or “My
camping Trip” event (denoted as case ii) in Figure 5.4) according to the user’s
discretion.
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In some cases, users may find that grouping photos from May 2nd - 3rd as a single
event is inappropriate because the photos can be separated further into multiple subevents. With these cases, users can 4) split the event “May 2nd - 3rd” into finer subevents.
In some cases, users may find that the grouping of photos from May 2nd - 3rd is too
broad and is needed to be separated into multiple sub-events. With these cases, users
can split the event “May 2nd - 3rd” into finer sub-events and the sub-events are added
into an event hierarchy as independent events.

Spring 2004

April - May 3rd

May
12th – 16th

Birthday
Party

My Camping
Trip

Spring 2004

April

Birthday
Party

May
2nd – 16th

My Camping
Trip

Figure 5.5 The example event hierarchy shown in Figure 5.4 is changed after
being updated by a user. The left example shows the result after merging the
“May 2nd - 3rd” event into the previous group, “Birthday Party” (denoted as case
i) in Figure 5.4). In the right, photos of the “May 2nd - 3rd” event are merged into
the next group, “My Camping Trip” (denoted as case ii) in Figure 5.4).

To summarize, there are four major choices that users can make for automatically
identified events. The newly identified event can be 1) merged into the previous event
or 2) the next event. If neither makes sense, the photos in the events may be totally
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independent from the surrounding events; and 3) is added to an event hierarchy as a
self-governing event. When a user finds that the event is too broad, the events are 4)
divided into sub-events according to the user’s discretion.

While updating event boundaries, user interfaces for this type of tasks have a crucial
requirement. Users have to see the photos in the previous and the next event as well
as images in the current event to determine the validity of event grouping. Without
understanding characteristics of neighboring events, it would not be easy for users to
decide what to do with the current group. In SAPHARI, I provide context information,
photos in neighbor events, by zoomable interface techniques. When zoomed out,
SAPHARI provides a natural overview of adjacent event groups as shown in Figure
5.2.

5.5.3 Event Identification Algorithm
As explained earlier, I assume that events are separated by a relatively long temporal
pause. Some researchers have used this burstiness character of photo collections to
detect event information inside them. Cooper et al. [16] present similarity-based
method to cluster digital photographs by time and image content. Platt et al. [56]
develop an adaptive local threshold applied to the inter-photo time intervals. Loui et
al. [47] use K-means algorithm combined with content-based post-processing.
In SAPHARI, I develop an algorithm based on Platt et al. [56]. While Platt’s
algorithm focuses on detecting event boundaries on static collections, I improve the
algorithm so that it can be used to support hierarchical event structure and dynamic
update.
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The basic idea behind [56] is to compare a time interval to its local average interval.
Suppose that timestamps of photographs are ordered as [t1 .. tn], then a list of time
intervals [g2 .. gn] can be easily computed where gi, is defined by ti - ti-1. Then, for
each time interval gi, the algorithm looks up adjacent time intervals [gi-d .. gi+d], where
the parameter d controls the size of neighbors to be considered. If the current gap is
considerably larger than its weighted local average, the algorithm decides the gap to
be an event boundary. Platt et al. formulate the idea as follows.

log(t i − t i −1 ) ≥ K +

d
1
∑ log(ti + j − ti + j −1 ) [56],
2d + 1 j = − d

where ti is a timestamp from an ordered list of photographs, K is a threshold for
sensitivity, and d is a windows size. While this formula can detect event boundaries,
it has some drawbacks if used as is. Cooper et al. [16] reports that the accuracy of this
algorithm was not quite as good as other clustering algorithm. One of the reasons for
its inaccuracy can be attributed to the fact that the algorithm requires empirical
parameters, K and d, which are subjective. Users might need to spend some time to
decide an adequate K and d values for their photo collections. Another problem is that
the algorithm does not consider users’ feedback on event boundaries. Once the event
boundaries are set, it is not possible to update them. Furthermore, hierarchies in
events are not supported.

Based on Platt’s algorithm, I developed an interactive and adaptive algorithm (Figure
5.6) that can support multiple event levels. My algorithm allows users to put their
updates inside the clustering algorithm as well as to insert extra photographs any time
without breaking pre-existing event boundaries. By changing the K and d parameters,
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event detection granularity can be controlled. In SAPHARI, I use empirically chosen
K = {25, 200} and d = {10, 20}.

BUILD_HIERARCHICAL_EVENT_CLUSTER(images in collection, current event level)
foreach image in images
if(image.eventBoundary[finer granularities].merge is true) {
// Case 1
image.eventboundary[current event level].merge = true;
} else if(image.eventBoundary[coarser granularities].split is true) {
// Case 2
image.eventboundary[current event level].split = true;
} else if(image.eventboundary[current event level] is not defined) {
// Case 3
image.eventboundary[current event level].split =
SPLIT_BEFORE(images, index, current event level)
} else {
// Case 4
// keep the current image.eventboundary[current level]
}
end foreach
END

BOOL SPLIT_BEFORE(images, i as current index, l as current event level)
T[] = ordered timestamps collected from images
KL = K[l]
dL = d[l]
If

log(T [i] − T [i − 1]) ≥ K L +

1

dL

∑ log(T [i + j ] − T [i + j − 1])

2d L + 1 j = − d L

return true
Else
Return false
END

Figure 5.6 Pseudo code for building hierarchical event clusters
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Since I assume an event hierarchy in personal photo collection, the logical structure
among events should also be maintained. In other words, an event hierarchy should
be kept as tree-like structure, where its root event represents the whole collection. For
example, event groups in the same level cannot overlap and a photo cannot be
included in multiple event coarse groups. However, as users change the original event
grouping that have been automatically identified, the change may affect events in
other levels in hierarchy. Figure 5.7 shows two examples which explain possible
problems when merging two adjacent events.

Summer Camping Trip
June 13th – June 17th

Hiking
June 14th

Canoeing
June 15th

i) Can be merged
without affecting upper
level event boundaries

William’s Birthday
June 23rd

Santa Cruz
June 16th

Party in Kinder
3pm – 4pm

Family Dinner
7pm – 9pm

ii) Cannot be merged
without changing upper
level event boundaries

Figure 5.7 Merging two adjacent events

In order to keep the logical integrity of event hierarchy, two conditions should be kept.
They are: 1) when events are merged at a finer level, the event groups cannot be split
at coarser levels; 2) When events are split at a coarser level, those events cannot be
merged in finer levels. Keeping rules ensures the validity of the structure of event
hierarchies. More importantly, these rules can be used to propagate users’ feedback
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into other levels in the hierarchy. For example, when users split an event into two
events at a coarse level, the change is automatically applied to every finer level. If a
user merges two adjacent events at a finer level, the update may merge events at a
coarse level (denoted as case ii) in Figure 5.7).

In SAPHARI, users are allowed to choose different levels of events to make
annotations. According to users’ preferred event granularity, they can select a level in
the event hierarchy and make annotations. While users browse their photo collection,
they also can fix event boundaries, which are automatically propagated into event
grouping of the different levels in the event hierarchy. Hierarchical event
identification enables a more flexible way to annotate photos compared to fixed event
clustering techniques such as [16][56].

with K=200,
d=20

with K=25,
d=10

Figure 5.8 The upper shows a result from event identification with a coarse
granularity where all images from one day are identified as a single event. The
bottom shows event grouping with a finer granularity. Different levels of events
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can be obtained by changing the identification granularity. The K and d values
on the right side are constants used to detect clusters, which is used in Figure 5.6.

5.5.4 Annotation Strategy
As explained earlier in the semi-automatic annotation interface design guidelines,
bulk annotation is a valuable accelerator for creating metadata. SAPHARI is designed
to help users make bulk-annotations efficiently. When users like to annotation event
information on photos, SAPHARI arranges photos by event groups on the screen so
that users can make annotations on event groups not on a single photo repeatedly.
While SAPHARI allows users to make bulk annotation by drag-and-dropping a
metadata label on a photo group, users always have the freedom to annotate a single
photo at any time.

Cursor changed
when dragging

Drag a name label,
“Santa Cruz” onto a photo

Figure 5.9 Annotation by drag-and-drop. Users can drag a text label onto a
photo or a group of photos to make annotations.
Users can drag a label onto a photo or a group of photos to make annotations. Figure
5.9 shows an example annotation, adding “Santa Cruz” on a single photo. Users can
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begin dragging by selecting an entry in the metadata tab on the left of the interface.
With the mouse dragged, the cursor is changed into the text label. At the same time,
the drop target is highlighted to give visual feedback to users. In Figure 5.9, the
borders of a photo under the mouse cursor are highlighted with orange color. As with
the standard drag-and-drop metaphor, the metadata is annotated onto a highlighted
photo as the mouse button is released.
With the shift key pressed, SAPHARI chooses all the photos in the event group under
the mouse cursor as its drop target instead of a single photo. When a label is dropped
on a group, photos in that group are annotated with the dragging label at once (Bulk
annotation). In addition, SAPHARI supports bulk annotation on any arbitrary preselected group of photos as well as on a single photos and event groups.

While SAPHARI supports bulk annotation on event groups, not all events are
appropriately grouped with the granularity that users want. According to users’ taste,
they may want to have finer or coarser event granularities. SAPHARI supports two
levels of event grouping as explained in the previous section. While making
annotations, users can change the event granularity and SAPHARI immediately
changes its grouping and show an alternative event grouping. For example, when
users find that the “Fine” grouping has too much detail, they can switch the grouping
to the “Regular” instantly and make annotations on coarsely grouped events.

However, there are cases when the automatic event identification fails to detect
events correctly. Since the event detection is automatically calculated, it does not
always match users’ intention [16]. SAPHARI allows users to manually override any
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event boundary that has been automatically identified. As shown in the previous
section, there are three types of modification when changing the boundaries of an
event. They are: 1) merging the current event with the previous event, 2) merging the
current event group with the next event, and 3) splitting the current group. As shown
in Figure 5.10, SAPHARI provides a context menu for these types of modifications.
When event boundaries are updated, the changes are propagated into event
boundaries of other levels. For example, when a coarse event group is splitted, the
split point is propagated to finer event groups. When two adjacent fine event groups
are merged, the merge is propagated to coarser event groups.

Figure 5.10 Fixing event boundaries which have been automatically identified.
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5.6 Clothing Based Human Recognition
People in photos are regarded as one of the most important information in photos
because many photographs include people as central objects. It is not surprising that
many image browsing prototypes [2][39][62] focus on labeling people with metadata
such as names. SAPHARI allows users to make bulk annotations on people in photos.

5.6.1 Face Recognition for Personal Photos
Faces are the most crucial information for identifying people. There has been much
research recently about the use of facial features to recognize people in images [76].
Roughly, there are two approaches to the application of face recognizers. First, face
recognizers can provide a similarity metric between faces. In this approach, the metric
can be used to cluster faces, which is important for bulk annotation because similar
faces can be grouped together. However, additional steps are required to label
clustered faces.

On the other hand, labeling of faces, which are provided by face recognizers, can be
directly used. In this case, the face recognition software must be trained with a
learning set of photos. Users have to provide initial mappings between faces and
labels so that face recognizers can suggest labeling for unseen faces in the future.
With this strategy, the result of users’ manual annotation can be used as training
examples.

Since SAPHARI is designed to facilitate bulk annotation, clustering faces is
important. Grouping similar faces would help users to select multiple annotation
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targets effectively. Furthermore, labeling of faces requires intensive training on early
stages of interaction. For example, some faces have to be manually annotated in the
beginning. For these reasons, I focused on face recognition techniques which provide
similarity metrics.

However, research about recognizing human faces have had limited success and face
recognition in an uncontrolled environment is still very challenging. For example,
even for the best face recognition systems, the recognition rate for faces captured
outdoors, at a false rate of 1%, was only about 50% [53]. Also, many state-of-the-art
face recognition systems are commercial products and not available for public use
[53].

As preliminary research, I used the HMM face recognizer included in OpenCV [52].
Even though the face recognizer produced reasonable results when applied for
controlled face sets – indoor, controlled lighting, and frontal view, the accuracy was
dramatically decreased when used on personal photos. I found the accuracy to be less
than 10% on my personal photos, which was unacceptable. The face recognizer was
very sensitive about lighting condition and tilted faces, which are not unusual cases
for personal photos. People in personal photo collections frequently are not gazing at
the camera, which aggravates the hardship in face recognition. Some faces might be
turned away, averted, or even occluded. Therefore, I concluded that I cannot solely
rely on human face recognition to identify people in photos.

As an alternative, I have observed an interesting pattern in person photo collection
that can help with identifying people. People usually don’t change their clothing
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during a day. Given this condition, clothing information can be used to assist the
identification of people. I hypothesize that people who wear similar clothing and
appear in photos taken in one day are very likely to be, in fact, the same person.
Furthermore, the episodic aspect of personal photo collections facilitates the
assumption. As stated earlier, many photos are often taken within one day. Based on
these two assumptions, we can use information about the clothing a person is wearing
to identify people in personal photo collection.

5.6.2 Human Model
In this section, I present a human model based on clothing information. For modeling
clothing in photos, it is first necessary to locate the clothing of people in photos.
However, it is not an easy task because the shape of human body is not rigid. Human
can move their body parts such as arms and legs rather freely and the shape of
clothing is quite variable.

While many researchers have focused on detecting human body movement, it is still
challenging to detect human bodies from a single static scene [3][59]. Rather than
trying to detect the human body directly, I use a face detection technique to locate
clothing in photographs. While it is not useful to do face recognition analysis on
personal photos because of low accuracy, we can use face detection technique, where
its goal is to locate faces in images [73]. Some systems have reached around 90%
accuracy for detecting faces in images. I develop a clothing-based human model as in
Figure 5.11 by a using face detection technique. I use the Viola-Jones face detector
[46][52][69] to locate faces in a photo.
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Human

Clothing Model

Face Height

Detected Face

Face Height * 1/2

Neck

Face Height * 2

Upper Body
Clothing

Pick color samples
inside the rectangle
along with the center
line

Face Width * 3/2

Figure 5.11 Locating clothing from detected faces

I use a clothing area defined as a rectangular region under the face as in Figure 5.11.
Since the face detector also provides sizes of faces, the size of the upper body
clothing region is calculated based on the size of the face. As shown in Figure 5.11, I
construct the human model only with upper body clothing. Theoretically, it would be
optimal to use the whole body information. However, as explained earlier, identifying
a human body causes a whole set of problems and is beyond the scope of this
dissertation. I also find that the upper body clothing is, sometimes, more useful than
whole body information. The whole body information does not exist in photos such as
in portraits, people sitting in front of a desk. As a quick alternative, I use the upper
body part alone based on the heuristics that an upper body is tightly coupled with a
face.
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Once a face is detected, I skip some area underneath the face as I assume the area is
belongs to a neck. Then, along with the center line of the face, I pick a rectangular
region under the neck as clothing. However, my clothing model does not necessarily
assume clothing as a rectangle. The rectangle simply represents bounds inside where
color samples are collected. Inside the rectangle, samples are picked based on the
probability distribution as in Figure 5.12.

Probability
of selection
Head

Waist
Figure 5.12 More weight is given to the upper center part of clothing.
Figure 5.12 shows the probability distribution of selecting samples inside the clothing.
Each horizontal row follows a normal distribution of which mean is on the center line
of the face and of which standard deviation is 3/8 of the detected face width. As
shown in the figure, the upper parts have more weight. The weight of the topmost row
has twice as much as that of the bottom-most row. Based of this probability, I pick a
number of samples and turn them into a human model.

In this paper, four dimensional feature vector X = (y-distance, red, green, blue) is
employed to model the clothing, where y-distance is defined as a relative vertical
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position of a sample and red, green, and blue are color information, respectively. In
SAPHARI, about 900 samples are picked in the upper body region. With this four
dimensional vectors, I estimate a four dimensional probability density function per
clothing of a person by the following kernel density estimation formula. [65]
^

f (X ) =

1 n 1
∑
n i =1 (2π ) d / 2 H i

d /2

 1

T
* exp − ( X − X i ) H i−1 ( X − X i ) [65]
 2


, where n is a number of samples and d is 4, respectively. H is a diagonal matrix with
independent four variances as follows.

0
σ y −distnace
 0
σ red
H =
 0
0

0
 0

0
0

σ green
0






σ blue 
0
0
0

As shown in H matrix, I assume that there is no correlation between y-distance and
red, green, and blue. For my prototype, I use σy-distance = 0.08 (of the clothing height),
σred = 0.04, σgreen = 0.04, and σblue = 0.04, respectively.
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Identified Clothing

Converted Model

Pre-identified
Models
gM1(X)

Kernel
Density
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Bhattacharyya
Distance
f(X)

Sampling Color Pixels
(y-distance, red, green, blue)

Estimated Four
Dimensional Probability
Density Function (pdf)

gMm(X)

Figure 5.13 Human model based on clothing
The basic idea of the clothing based human recognition is to use the estimated four
dimensional probability density function (pdf) as a proxy of a person. After mapping
clothing into an estimated four dimensional probability density function (pdf), we can
measure the visual distance between two pieces of clothing. I use Bhattacharyya
distance to measure the distance between two pdfs.
The Bhattacharyya distance [11] is defined as follows.

n

Bhattacharyya Dista nce = 1 − ∑ p( X i )q( X i ) , where n is a number of
i =1

samples picked for comparison and p, q are probability density functions (pdf) which
have been estimated by using [65]. As shown in Figure 5.13, the visual distance
between two human models can be measured by using the Bhattacharyya distance.

With the distances between human models, SAPHARI classifies people in photos.
When a measured distance is below an empirically determined threshold, the system
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classifies the models as the same one. When a distance between two models is above
a threshold, SAPHARI catalogs them as two different ones. SAPHARI uses an
empirically chosen threshold, 0.4.

Figure 5.14 People in photos are cropped and laid out on the screen grouped by
their clothing similarities. People who wear similar clothing are clustered
together.

As explained earlier, the clothing based analysis is performed on photos taken in one
day. When users choose the “Clothing” tab in SAPHARI, users are asked to pick a
date among the list of dates when users have taken any photos.

For each photo taken in a day, SAPHARI identifies locations of faces and crops out
the faces with associated upper bodies. Then, SAPHARI clusters the torso image
(portrait of face and upper body) based on clothing as shown in Figure 5.14. When
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there are multiple faces in one photo, SAPHARI prepares a torso image per identified
face. Every cropped face is normalized (shrunken or enlarged) to the equal size on the
screen as shown in Figure 5.14.

5.6.3. Annotation Strategy
SAPHARI lays out cropped faces on the screen based on visual features of the
clothing. With the face clustering, users can make bulk annotations on a group of
people by dragging a name label. Rather than annotating photos individually,
annotation is allowed only on a face group. Upon dropping a name label, all faces in
the group under the cursor are annotated with the name (Figure 5.15). After a name is
assigned to a face group, the group itself is associated with the name.

While dragging a name label,
the cursor is changed into a
text label which indicates its
dropping target. Also, the
target group is highlighted
with orange borders.

Figure 5.15 Make bulk annotations by drag-and-dropping a name label on a face
group.
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Dragging a face
image onto a

On dropping, the face image

different group

is regrouped and its
annotation is re-associated

Figure 5.16 Fix a misclassified face image. Moving a face image into a different
face group updates the association between the face image and the name of the
person.
However, clothing based human recognition also generates recognition errors due to
many reasons. The errors can be easily corrected by relocating face images into the
correct person group. As shown in Figure 5.16, users are allowed to move a face
image or a group of face images into another group. Once face images are moved into
other groups, the face images don’t maintain face annotations which have been made
on it earlier. Instead, the moved face images are automatically annotated with the new
name label of the target group. For example, suppose that a face, F is misclassified in
a face group G. As a user relocates the image F into a group H, F is automatically
annotated with the name label of H. This concept, where a group is associated with a
set of metadata, is introduced by Kang [38] and called as Semantic regions. Face
groups in SAPHARI are semantic groups and can be annotated with a name. Adding
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face images into a face group will make annotations on them with the associated
name.

Figure 5.17 Context menu for the clothing (face) group layout.

SAPHARI also provides other utility functions for easy manual regrouping. Figure
5.17 shows a context menu that SAPHARI supports. Users can create a new face
group, remove a face group, remove annotation, and remove an unnecessary face
image (“Not a Person” menu item). Due to the errors in face detection, sometimes,
non-face images are recognized as a face. Clicking “Not a Person” removes the
image from the face group. By using these functions, along with drag and drop
techniques, users can relocate misclassified faces into where they belong.

5.7 Semi-automatic Annotation User Study
I conducted an user study to examine the effect of semi-automatic annotation
strategies on personal photo collection, and to observe the strategies users employed.
The user study was divided into two parts. First, I observed and measured how eventbased clustering effects users’ annotation. Participants were asked to examine
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automatically identified event groups laid out in a 2D zoomable space and to annotate
some given key events (Event Task). Second, I compared the clothing based human
recognition and manual annotation. Participants were asked to identify people in a set
of photos and to annotate them with appropriate name labels (Face Task).

While I measured the task completion time for comparison, the user study was not a
controlled user study. A controlled experiment requires that the condition of each task
should be identical to each other, which is not true in this user study. Rather than
using a fixed photo collection, I used users’ own photo collection. Since the user
study focuses on personal photo collection, using non-personal photos is not the
intended target. In practice, it was also hard to recruit participants who share common
experience. Furthermore, some contents of photos in personal collections were private.
It was not practical to design controlled user studies with limited time and resources.

The study results showed some interesting patterns that provide valuable insight
about semi-automatic annotation techniques. In addition, I was able to observe
various behaviors from users while they were using SAPHARI. I will explain the
details in the following sections.

5.7.1 Participants
There were seven participants in this study. Participants were college or graduate
students at the University of Maryland. There were four men and three women. All
participants were familiar with computers. The summary of their photo collections are
list as shown in Table 5.2.
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Participant

Digital photo

Estimated total size

Size of the collection

experience

of the collection

provided for the study

P1

Three years

600

579

P2

Three years

2000

1245

P3

Four years

2000

1664

P4

Three years

1000

727

P5

2.5 Years

1000

464

P6

Three years

3000

1309

P7

Two years

1000

758

Table 5.2 Participants Information

Each participant was asked to provide more than five hundred photographs which had
been taken over more than a six month period. It was not easy to recruit participants
who were willing to provide their personal photos. Some of them were very
concerned about their privacy especially because some of the photos had sensitive
private contents.

5.7.2 Method
A few days before meeting with participants, I asked them to fill out a pre-user study
questionnaire (see Appendix). From the questions in the questionnaire, I identified
events and people that the participants thought important to them. The list of events
and people was used in the actual annotation tasks.

On the day of the user study, I began the meeting by explaining the functions of
SAPHARI. I gave details about navigation through a zoomable space and clarified the
meaning of groups on the screen. With the semi-automatic annotation interface,
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participants were reminded that there were two levels of event grouping and they
could freely switch their views between them. I provided a couple of sample
browsing and annotation tasks to make sure that participants were able to perform
intended operations.

Task Type

Annotation
Strategy

Event Annotation

Face Annotation

Photographs are laid on a 2D Cropped portraits of people are
Semi-automatic
annotation

zoomable space grouped by grouped by the similarity of
events

that

have

been clothing they wear.

automatically identified by the
system.

Manual
annotation

Photographs are laid out in a Photographs are laid out in a
scrollbar canvas with grouped scrollbar canvas ordered by the
by their directory structures.

date on which they were taken.

Table 5.3 Four types of tasks were designed to compare the semi-automatic
annotation strategy with conventional manual annotation approaches.

Table 5.3 shows the task design. The user study employed a 2x2 design, with
annotation technique and task type as independent variables. I measured the time per
completion and the number of annotated items as dependent variables. All
participants were asked to finish Event Task first, followed by Face Task. However,
the order of annotation techniques was counter-balanced to minimize the learning
effect. The total time duration of the user study for each participant was about one
hour. I used talk-aloud methods to gain more insight about users’ behaviors.
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5.7.3 Event Task
In the Event Task, I asked participants to annotate a set of specific events and
measured the task completion time. This task was intended to measure the efficiency
and usability of the event based grouping compared to users’ own folder-based photo
organization. Through the pre-user study questionnaire (see Appendix A2), I found
that all participating users were using directories or folders to organize their
photographs.

Participants were provided with two different types of interfaces: 1) semi-automatic
annotation interface where photos are grouped by automatically identified events and
are laid out in a zoomable space and 2) manual annotation interface where photos are
grouped by their directory structure and are laid out on a non-zoomable canvas
equipped with a vertical scroll bar (Figure 5.18).

I provided each participant with four event annotation tasks, two events for the semiautomatic annotation interface and the other two events for manual annotation
interface. In each task, participants were asked to annotate any number of photos that
matched the given event. The order of tasks was counterbalanced. Half of the
participants finished the semi-automatic annotation tasks first followed by the manual
annotation tasks. The other half was asked to begin with the manual annotation tasks.
For each task, I recorded the completion time, the number of annotated photos as well
as taking memos on the participant’s annotation and navigation strategies.
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Figure 5.18 Event tasks with two different settings. Left: photographs are
grouped by events which have been automatically identified by SAPHARI.
Right: photos are laid out by using participants own directory structure.
As briefly mentioned in the previous sub-section, participants were asked to fill in the
question, “Please state at least five interesting events or places in your photo
collection.” I collected a list of events for each collection. The four events, which
were used in this task, were randomly chosen from this list. Therefore, each
participant was given different events, which makes this user study non-controlled.
However, with this study design, the tasks are more consistent with real life situation
than annotating unrelated event on non-personal collection.

With the semi-automatic interface, participants were allowed to make annotations on
a single photo as well as on an identified group. With the manual annotation interface,
participants also were allowed to use conventional selection techniques for choosing
annotation targets – 1) clicking with the control key pressed to add the clicked
photograph to the current selection group, 2) clicking with the shift key pressed to
add a range of photographs to the current selection group, and 3) selecting
photographs by a marquee rectangle. Participants can drag a label onto a group of
selected photos to annotate them at once.
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5.7.4 Face Task
The second part of the user study was designed to measure the efficiency of clothing
based annotation. Participants were asked to annotate a given set of photos with a
number of people as quickly and accurately as possible. They were provided with two
types of interfaces: 1) semi-automatic annotation interface where faces are grouped
by clothing based human recognition and 2) manual annotation interface where
photos are laid out on a canvas with scroll bars as shown in Figure 5.19.

With the manual annotation interface, participants also were allowed to use
conventional selection techniques as in the event task for making bulk annotation.

Figure 5.19 Face annotation task interfaces. Participants were asked to annotate
people in photos with two different interfaces. Left: Clothing based annotation.
Right: Manual Annotation

Each participant was given four different face annotation tasks. The face annotation
task was given with the instruction, “Please annotate the photos taken on [a specific
sample date] with [a list of person]”. The task was easy to understand and realistic
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because participants were asked to make annotations on their own photos with people
who they are familiar with.

Before meeting with participants for the user study, I manually picked two days per
participant. Like event information, the list of people was also extracted from the prestudy questionnaire. The following question was given to participants and their
answer was inserted into the metadata field of SAPHARI before meeting for the user
study.

“Please state at least five people appear in your photo collection. You don’t
have to list all the people. However please include people who are
important to you – people who you want to find in your digital photo
collection.”
With the two picked dates and the two interface techniques, there are four possible
combinations, date one with clothing based annotation, date two with clothing based
annotation, date one with manual annotation, and date two with manual annotation.
Participants were asked to perform each task. The order of tasks was counterbalanced.
For each task, I recorded the completion time and the number of annotated faces. I
also observed participants’ annotation strategies.

Since the goal of the face task was to examine the feasibility and usefulness of
clothing based human recognition, I manually selected the date that were used in the
user study. Among the dates on which participants took photos, I picked two dates per
participant where 1) at least three people appeared in the photos taken during a day
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and 2) at least more than ten photos were taken in a day. For example, I excluded a
photo set which were composed of landscape scenes or solo shots.

5.7.5 Event Task Result
Figure 5.20 shows the results from the Event Task with two annotation techniques,
semi-automatic annotation with manual annotation with directory based grouping vs.
automatic event clustering.
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Figure 5.20 The relationships between the time per annotation and the total
number of annotations per participant with the two different user interface
techniques. Due to bulk annotation, time per annotation has a tendency to
decrease as the total number of annotations increases.

As shown in Figure 5.20, the time per annotation was decreasing as the number of
annotation made increases. This was mainly due to bulk annotation. When photos are
well grouped according to users’ events, users could easily select multiples photos
and make annotations on the group of photos. In both groupings, automatic event
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groups and users’ directory structures, participants were able to take advantage of
bulk annotation.

However, with the automatic event grouping, users performed much better. As shown
in Figure 5.21, the time per annotation was reduced 49% with the event grouping;
0.367 second with semi-automatic annotation (event based grouping) and 0.720
second with manual annotation interface (directory based grouping).

A paired sample t-test was conducted on the task completion time and there was a
strong statistical difference for the Event Task depending on the annotation
techniques, t(1, 6) = 3.16, p = 0.019.
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Figure 5.21 Time per annotation results from the event tasks. The left figure
shows individual performance of participants and the right figure shows the
average and the standard deviation of time spent per annotation.

During the user study, all participants complained about the repetition of selecting
photos and drag-and-drops. One participant reported that “Sometimes, it’s very
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difficult to select a group of pictures, especially if they are not adjacent.” Especially
with the manual annotation, even though participants were trying to make bulkannotations as much as possible, selecting multiple annotation targets required
significant effort from the users. Sometimes, participants had to scroll when selecting
annotation targets. On the other hand, with semi-automatic annotation interfaces,
participants were allowed to make annotations on pre-clustered event groups and
participants took advantage of event groups.

Overall, participants were positive about automatically identified events. They
immediately noticed the meaning of each event. One participant said, “This is
Thanksgiving dinner and this is Christmas. And this is when my parents were here.”
He was very satisfied with the automatic event groups and reported, “This grouping is
much better than my directories.”

SAPHARI provided two event granularities; “Regular” and “Fine” (see section 5.5).
When asked which event grouping was best, six out of seven participants answered
that they preferred “Regular” grouping. Participants did not care much about detail
events. Since they could remember most of events in their photo collections, they
preferred to find a high level event and then do a visual search among the photos in
that event.

On the other hand, some problems were also observed during the user study. One
participant in particular had problems with event groups. Some photos in her
collection were altered when rotated and shrunken and the timestamps of the photos
were not accurate. EXIF headers of the photos were destroyed and their timestamp
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showed the date of the modification, not the actual date of photo-taking. Due to this
problem, some events were wrongfully grouped and she was required to unscramble
the spoiled event groups. In addition, some participants reported there were a few
errors in event boundaries. However, they were able to fix the boundaries very easily.

5.7.6 Face Task Result
The user study with participants was not a controlled experiment and I manually
picked the tasks. The goal of the face task was to investigate potential benefit of
clothing based human recognition.
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Figure 5.22 Time per annotation results for the face task. The left shows
individual performance of participants and the right shows the average and the
standard deviation of time spent per annotation.

With the Face Task, there was only 6% difference between two techniques: semiautomatic annotation with clothing based human recognition (2.54 sec per annotation)
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vs. manual annotation (2.71 per annotation). A shown in Figure 5.22, the time per
annotation did not show significant difference.

However, there emerged very interesting results with the Face Task. Even though
there were only 6% difference on the time per annotation between manual annotation
interface and semi-automatic annotation interface with clothing based human
recognition, participants gave very high ratings on “quick task completion” with
clothing based face grouping (see the next section 5.7.7).

During performing the tasks, one participant reacted that “It requires too much effort
to use face annotation even though it doesn’t seem to take much time.” Another
participant even complained about fatigues on her wrist after finishing the Face Task.
After the user study, all participants agreed that the face annotation task was too time
consuming especially because they had to select target photos one by one. In the
Event Task, participants were able to take advantage of bulk annotation even with the
manual annotation interface because the photos are grouped by the directory.
However, with manual annotation on the Face Task, it is not easy to make bulk
annotation. Photographs that contain a specific person are not necessarily located
together on the screen. They were scattered on the screen and the user was required to
identify the people in photos one by one. Even though there was no significant
difference in the task completion time, participants clearly became more tired with
the manual annotation strategy. On the other hand, with the semi-automatic
annotation interface, faces were grouped by clothing features. Participants were
immediately able to understand the meaning of face groups and made annotations on
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the face groups. However, as shown in Figure 5.22, there was no significant speed up
with the semi-automatic annotation.

During the user study, I observed a few interesting patterns when participants were
making annotations using the clothing based annotation. First, due to inaccurate
results from the face detection algorithm, there were a quite number of non-faces that
were recognized as faces. It caused SAPHARI to include those non-face images in the
face groups. Participants spent some effort to remove those non-faces images from
face groups and it slowed down the annotation process. Second, while performing the
Face Task, participants were also provided with images of unrelated people on the
screen. The Face Task asked participants to make annotations only with the given list
of people. But, in many cases, SAPHARI also provided images of people who were
not on the list. For example, one participant was asked to annotate her family
members, but the given task also showed a lot of images of her friends. While she
was organizing face groups, she also identified all her friends as well as her family
members. However, the result only counted annotated family members excluding
other identified persons. If all the annotated faces were included in the results, the
semi-automatic annotation could have shown additional speed up. In addition, I
observed that participants spent more time looking at photos with the semi-automatic
annotation than with the manual annotation. With the manual annotation interface,
participants immediately began to annotate. But, with the semi-automatic annotation,
participants spent some time observing the grouping result before actually performing
annotation. When asked what they were doing, participants responded that they were
examining the results and planning how to fix errors.
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Figure 5.23 Time per annotation with two different user interfaces. While the
left scatter plot does not have any noticeable pattern, the right graph shows a
clear decreasing pattern as the number of annotated faces increases.

As shown in Figure 5.23, there was an interesting pattern in the results of the two
interfaces. With the semi-automatic face annotation interface, the time per annotation
decreased as the number of annotated faces increased. This suggests that more bulk
annotation was made with the semi-automatic annotation interface. It also implies that,
when there are photos to be annotated, the semi-automatic annotate could become
more efficient. Even though the statistical evidence is very weak, the pattern shows
the positive potential of the semi-automatic annotation interface with clothing based
human recognition.

5.7.7 Subjective Satisfaction
In the post-user study questionnaire, much stronger differences emerged. Immediately
after the Face Task, participants answered questions about their satisfaction with the
interfaces they used in the study (see Appendix A3). Figure 5.24 shows the average
and standard deviation scores on a seven point scale (1=disagree, 7=agree) for
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participants’ responses to a number of ease of use and preference ratings. A one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run on each measure to test for differences
between interface techniques.

As shown in Figure 5.24, there was no difference in the first two questions; “simple to
use” and “easy to learn”. Participants found that annotation interfaces easy to use.
Participants immediately grasped the main concepts of annotation and event groups.
They were also easily acquainted with navigation with zooming in and out. All
participants were able to finish the given task successfully without any problem with
two interface techniques and they answered very positively for both interfaces when
being asked about the ease of use and learnability.
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Manual Annotation

Semi-automatic Annotation

Clothing Based Face Group

Figure 5.24 The result of participants’ subjective satisfaction which was
measured by the post-user study questionnaire.
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However, the answer to the question, “easy to find information” showed clear
preference. Participants were significantly positive with semi-automatic annotation
interfaces compared to manual annotation interfaces, t(12) = 6.74, p < 0.001. Since
the semi-automatic interfaces provided photos in a 2D zoomable space, participants
were able to easily zoom in any photos. In addition, the zoomable interface provided
quick previewing of photos. With mouse hovering, the interface provided a preview
(about 200x150 in pixels) of photos under the cursor. Most participants were able to
take advantage of zoomable user interface to navigate their photo collections. One
participant mentioned that the previewing was “definitely useful”. On the other hand,
with the manual interfaces, participants were asked to use scrollbars.

For the “overall satisfaction” question, participants unanimously preferred semiautomatic annotation interface with very strong statistical significance, t(12) = 7.42, p
< 0.001. Response was very positive. A few participants were even interested in
continuing to use it in his personal computer.

For the “quick task completion” question, I separated two semi-automatic annotation
interfaces (the right graph in Figure 5.24). The results showed that participants
answered differently with very strong significance, F(2, 18)=21.1, p < 0.001.
Participants typically gave low ratings for manual annotation interfaces, which is not
surprising considering the results with the Event Task. Participants were able to finish
the given tasks in about half the time. However, participants also gave very high
ratings for semi-automatic annotation with clothing based human recognition, even
though there was only 6% difference in the task completion time. Tognazzini [68]
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emphasizes the importance of reducing subjective time. Compared to objective time,
subjective

time

represents

the

users’

engagement

with

the

task.

Also,

Csikszentmihalyi [18] put a very strong emphasis on users’ engagement for better
experience. This result is another strong confirmation that using the semi-automatic
annotation interface is less tedious than using the manual annotation interface.

In addition, participants showed much more enthusiasm with the clothing based
human recognition. One participant was annotating photos which were not in the
given task. He stated that he just wanted to annotate everybody in the collection.

5.8 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, I explored semi-automatic techniques to help users make accurate
annotations with low effort. While metadata is very important for browsing and
searching photos, it is hard to acquire accurate metadata associated with photos.
Automatic metadata extraction is typically fast but inaccurate while manual
annotation is slow but accurate. I designed and implemented a semi-automatic
annotation prototype, SAPHARI which combines these two techniques by generating
image clusters which facilitate efficient bulk annotation. SAPHARI automatically
creates these image clusters with hierarchical event clustering and clothing based
human recognition. I performed a user study with seven participants. The results
showed the potential benefit of the semi-automatic annotation when applied on
personal photo collections. In the user study, users were able to make annotation 49%
and 6% faster with the semi-automatic annotation interface on event and face tasks,
respectively.
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In SAPHARI, the semi-automatic annotation interface is integrated with a zoomable
user interface. Users are able to navigate using zoomable browsing techniques,
zooming in to see more detail and zooming out to see the overview of images. During
the user study, I observed that zoomable navigation helped users when searching
annotation targets. The participants were able to find events in their collection
immediately in a zoomable space. One interesting characteristic of personal photo
collections is that users are already well aware of photos in their collection.
Combined with zoomable user interface techniques, familiar photos seem to play a
very important role in efficient browsing. Compared with previous user studies (see
Chapter 4) which were designed to browse non-familiar images, search performance
appeared to be improved when participants were browsing with their personal photos
because they are familiar with their personal photos. Even when photos were
represented in very small thumbnails, participants were able to remember details of
the photos. This suggests that zoomable user interfaces have a great potential when
used for handling familiar information. Even though this hypothesis is not confirmed,
I report a very strong empirical observation.

There are a number of possible technical improvements for the research described in
this chapter. The face detector used in SAPHARI can be replaced with one with
higher accuracy. The Viola-Jones face detector [46][52][69] used in SAPHARI is
often heavily affected by lighting conditions and fails to work properly. In addition,
SAPHARI only detects frontal face views. Although the frontal view is the most
common form of people in photos, supporting lateral views will increase the accuracy
of human recognition. More efficient face detector will increase the effectiveness of
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clothing based human recognition. Another important improvement will be updating
human models by using users’ feedback. This would result in fixing recognition
errors more efficiently. For example, when a user moves a face into other face group,
it would update the human model associated with the face group and would result in
other similar faces being regrouped. For users, fixing one recognition error would
effectively correct multiple recognition errors. Further research is required on
efficient human model updating and corresponding face group restructuring.

As explained earlier, there are a couple of assumptions that I made when designing
SAPHARI; I assumed that: 1) photo collections are episodic; and 2) people usually
wear the same clothing within a day. In addition, there are some implicit assumptions.
In the unusual case when these implicit assumptions are not met, SAPHARI does not
work well. For example, when people wear uniforms or when people are in
swimming suit, clothing based human recognition cannot be applied. SAPHARI also
assumed all photos have valid timestamps. When the timestamps of photographs are
modified, SAPHARI generates inaccurate results. Further research has to be made on
cases where these assumptions are not met.

Another important future research is to compare the accuracy of clothing based
human recognition with that of face recognition systems. Because of no access to
commercial face recognizers, I was not able to compare the quality of face clusters
generated by clothing based human recognition. While SAPHARI shows a great
potential, clothing based human recognition is still open for comparison.
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There also were some usability issues with SAPHARI. Some participants did not like
drag-and-drops. Some of them complained about difficulties in marquee-selecting
images. Sometimes, users were confused between “selection mode” which allows
users to select images and “zoom view” which enable users to navigate a zoomable
space. Further refinement is needed on these issues.

Semi-automatic annotation is still in its early stage. Even though computer vision
research has developed many useful techniques, only a few are directly applicable to
personal photos. I hope further research will provide useful automatic recognition
techniques which can be integrated with user interface strategies to help users manage
ever-growing personal photo collections.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

6.1 Summary of Work and Contributions
In this dissertation, I propose novel techniques to help users manage their image
collection. This research topic becomes increasingly important as users begin to
experience the difficulties of having to manage large numbers of digital images.

Two primary challenges associated with designing efficient image management tools
are identified - thumbnail presentation and metadata acquisition.

To address these problems, my research spans three areas. First, I applied zoomable
user interface techniques into image browsing. I worked on redesigning and
implementing PhotoMesa and present two successful cases where PhotoMesa is
embedded into their browsing environments. Second, I introduced a better way of
generating thumbnails. Based on a human visual attention model, I am able to crop
out peripheral regions of images. User studies showed that users perform visual
searches better with the cropped thumbnails. Finally, I investigated a semi-automatic
annotation approach where users can make efficient and accurate annotations on their
personal photos. I designed and implemented a semi-automatic annotation prototype,
SAPHARI. It generates image clusters which facilitate efficient bulk annotation. For
automatic clustering, I introduce hierarchical event clustering and clothing based
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human recognition. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the semiautomatic annotation when applied on personal photo collections.

The research in this dissertation contributes to bringing human computer interaction
and computer vision closer together. Based on the consistent errors of computer
vision based object recognition, I have enhanced the user interface of digital image
management systems to let users fix those errors. I summarize the contributions into
three categories:

 Contributions to image application builders
-

Application of zoomable user interface techniques on image browsing
environments: I take part in design and implementation of two prototypes,
PhotoMesa and SAPHARI, and show that a large number of images can be
displayed on the screen with reasonable performances.

-

Design and implementation of the ZPhotoMesa component: By using a
simple set of software programming interfaces, an application can easily
incorporate zoomable image browsing in its interface.

 Contribution to thumbnails
-

An automatic thumbnail cropping algorithm that creates small but legible
thumbnails: I introduce two new steps – critical area identification and
information based cropping – prior to shrinking in the thumbnail generation
process.
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-

Experimental results verifying that saliency is a reasonable proxy for
informativeness in images: The saliency based cropping algorithm
successfully removes the periphery of images while preserving critical areas.

-

Experimental results confirming that cropping based on semantic
information produces more effective thumbnails: My research uses facial
information as an example of semantic information. Using a face detection
algorithm as a method of identifying semantic information, I was able to
produce better thumbnails which allowed users to perform visual searches
50% faster.

-

Experimental results showing that cropped thumbnails significantly
increased the user’s ability to recognize and search images: The series of
studies show that users performed visual searches more than 18% faster with
cropped thumbnails.

 Contribution to image annotation
-

Semi-automatic annotation strategies and design principles suggested in
SAPHARI: I propose the use of hierarchical event clustering for annotating
events and clothing based clustering for annotating people. I also suggest a
set of design guidelines to be used in developing a semi-automatic annotation
interface.

-

Empirical results showing that users annotate events more efficiently with the
semi-automatic annotation interface in SAPHARI: Users were able to make
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event annotations 49% faster with the semi-automatic annotation interface
compared with the folder based manual annotation.
-

Empirical results indicating that the clothing based human recognition may
work reasonably: Although my study results show a 6% performance
increase on average, there was high variance which makes the finding
statistically insignificant. However, users clearly preferred the semiautomatic annotation interface over the manual annotation.

6.2 Future Work
I have presented specific pieces of future work within the respective chapters. I will
close my dissertation with an overview of my larger research agenda. In this thesis, I
incorporate automatic recognition systems into the user interface. I have combined
novel user interface techniques with various automatic recognition techniques such as
face detection, temporal gap based event identification, Gaussian kernel based
probability density function estimation, Bhattacharyya distance and saliency based
critical area identification. However, I limited the scope of my research to strategies
and techniques which increase users’ annotation performance. One important research
agenda is to broaden the scope and build a general framework between automatic
recognition systems and user interface design techniques.

Automatic recognition systems inevitably bring in inaccurate results and users are
required to correct them for accurate metadata. In this dissertation, I have investigated
various ways of accelerating the process and introduced useful semi-automatic
techniques. However, I expect that semi-automatic approaches are not necessarily
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optimal choices over manual approaches at all times. Depending on information types
and the accuracy of underlying automatic recognition systems, the decision between
manual and semi-automatic interface techniques should be determined. The challenge
is to provide general and practical criteria to decide which to choose.

Figure 6.1 shows an expected relationship between users’ performance and the
accuracy of automatic recognition systems. The x axis represents the recognition
accuracy of underlying automatic recognition systems and the y axis represents users’
efficiency which can be measured by the amount of metadata annotated with limited
resources such as time, users’ attention e.g. annotation per second. A manual
annotation interface, which does not make use of any automatic recognition, is
independent from the accuracy of the automatic recognition systems. Therefore, we
can denote manual annotation interfaces as being constant in the figure. However,
with semi-automatic annotation interfaces, it is expected that users' performance does
interact with the accuracy of automatic recognition systems. It is natural to assume
that users’ efficiency increases as the accuracy of underlying automatic recognition
system enhances. Figure 6.1 shows an example curve for semi-automatic annotation
interfaces.

There are a couple of interesting points in this expectation. First, with poor
recognition systems, manual annotation may be better than semi-annotation interface
(denoted by the region A in Figure 6.1). Second, as the accuracy gets better, the
users’ performance increases (denoted by the region B in Figure 6.1). However, the
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figure is an early prediction and needs refinement. Further research is required to

Users’ Efficiency

confirm the relationship, and to identify the crossover point between regions A and B.

Manual Annotation
Interface

B
Semi-automatic
Annotation Interface

A
Automatic Recognition Accuracy

Figure 6.1 Expected relationship between the accuracy of automatic recognition
systems and users’ annotation performance.

Empirical experiences with SAPHARI go along with the expectation as in described
Figure 6.1. The user study results showed that semi-automatic annotation interfaces
help users make annotation efficiently. However, the user study contributes only a
few data point in the relationship curve in Figure 6.1. The information about other
parts of the relationship is still incomplete. For example, it is yet unclear how
accurate recognition systems need to be, in order to achieve a certain amount of
efficiency. Future research should focus on revealing uncertain parts of the
relationship. I hope further research will also provide useful guidelines for designing
user interfaces which have to deal with inaccurate information generated by
automatic recognition systems.
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In the longer term, I also hope to tackle other issues involved in browsing and
searching general media information. Along with digital photos, users begin to stack
up audio and movie clips on their computers. While browsing and searching these
types of information are common tasks for users, they may require different
management approaches just like digital images need additional management
strategies over conventional document management principles. For example, many
researchers have worked on summarizing a movie clip into one or limited number of
images. Some have focused on extracting a theme part from arbitrary audio clips. But,
there has been relatively little research focused on designing user interfaces for those
types of media. I believe that lesson learned in this dissertation may be applied to
design user interfaces supporting those types of general media.
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Appendix A
User Study Material
A1. Consent Form Used for Automatic Thumbnail Cropping
User Study
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A2. Pre-user study Questionnaire for Semi-automatic
Annotation Interface User Study
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A3. Post-user study Questionnaire for Semi-automatic
Annotation Interface User Study
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